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MS. WONDERGEM:  Mr. Nalbantian?-02:-31 1

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Here.-02:-31 2

MS. WONDERGEM:  Mr. Hurley?-02:-31 3

(NO RESPONSE.)  -02:-31 4

MS. WONDERGEM:  Mr. Reilly?-02:-31 5

MR. REILLY:  Here.-02:-31 6

MS. WONDERGEM:  Mr. Joel? -02:-31 7

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Here.  -02:-31 8

MS. WONDERGEM:  Mr. Grant?-02:-31 9

MR. GRANT:  Here.  -02:-31 10

MS. WONDERGEM:  Ms. Dockray?-02:-31 11

MS. DOCKRAY:  Here. -02:-31 12

MS. WONDERGEM:  Ms. Peters?  13

MS. PETERS:  Here. 14

MS. WONDERGEM:  Ms. Conners? 15

MS. CONNORS:  Here.  16

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Jane.17

At this time I'd like to ask members of -02:-31 18

the public who have comments on issues that are not -02:-58 19

pending before the board, so it would not include -02:-58 20

anything related to Valley Hospital or the high -02:-58 21

density multifamily housing.-02:-58 22

If you do, please come forward?  -02:-58 23

Please state your name and address and -02:-57 24

spell your name.-02:-57 25
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MS. CLOTHIER:  Hi, Elizabeth Clothier -02:-57 1

C-l-o-t-h-i-e-r, 462 Overbrook Road.  2

I guess this is more of just a -02:-57 3

procedural questions.  I looked through the Planning -02:-57 4

Board meeting and hearing information about how -02:-56 5

everything goes on, I just was wondering I had asked -02:-56 6

a questions to the Board a couple of meetings ago, -02:-56 7

how do you know when that's going to get answered?  I -02:-56 8

don't know how I would find out, how the board would -02:-56 9

let me know that they're going to answer my question. -02:-56 10

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  If the -- was the -02:-56 11

question specific to a hearing matter?  -02:-56 12

MS. CLOTHIER:  Yes. -02:-56 13

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Usually questions -02:-56 14

that are asked, if they're related to a witness that -02:-56 15

will come forward at a later time.  We keep a list of -02:-56 16

those questions.-02:-56 17

If it was not related to the Valley -02:-56 18

matter, was it related to something else?-02:-56 19

MS. CLOTHIER:  No.  -02:-56 20

MS. PRICE:  It was about the height, -02:-56 21

the height test.-02:-56 22

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Oh, for the flag -02:-56 23

and all that?  In fact that's one of the points on -02:-56 24

the list of issues that are pending currently.-02:-56 25
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So they will be answered -- -02:-56 1

MS. CLOTHIER:  So that's as to height.-02:-56 2

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Yes. -02:-56 3

MS. CLOTHIER:  Okay.  So it's in -02:-56 4

general at a future time that question will be -- -02:-56 5

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Usually at a -02:-56 6

following meeting, what we have -- just the regular -02:-56 7

schedule, today we're continuing some of the -02:-56 8

questions for Mr. Olivo on traffic.  -02:-55 9

MS. CLOTHIER:  Okay.-02:-55 10

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  And then we will -02:-55 11

begin testimony for the construction manager and -02:-55 12

cross on construction manager.-02:-55 13

Tomorrow we'll be hearing from their -02:-55 14

planner, Mr. Burgis.  And -- at least that's what the -02:-55 15

schedule suggests.  And we'll also be doing some -02:-55 16

housekeeping on any open issues, questions that -02:-55 17

haven't been answered, and also dates, future dates -02:-55 18

for ongoing meeting for this hearing.-02:-55 19

MS. CLOTHIER:  Okay.  Great.  Thank -02:-55 20

you. -02:-55 21

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you for -02:-55 22

your question. -02:-55 23

Are there any questions?  -02:-55 24

(NO RESPONSE.)-02:-55 25
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CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  So a good lead in -02:-55 1

then for continuation of questions -- there were six -02:-55 2

people that at the last meeting didn't get to finish -02:-55 3

with their questions.  -02:-55 4

I'm going to list the names and if you -02:-55 5

could come and stand in that order if you're here, -02:-55 6

Lisa Baney, Zigi Putnins, Walter Durant, Tom DeVita, -02:-55 7

Arnie Vimba and Marla Sherman.  -02:-54 8

MS. PRICE:  You need a motion to open -02:-54 9

to the public questions.-02:-54 10

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay. -02:-54 11

Is there a motion to open to public -02:-54 12

questions, to continue those from the last meeting, -02:-54 13

please.-02:-54 14

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Motion to open to -02:-54 15

public question. -02:-54 16

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Is there a -02:-54 17

second?  -02:-54 18

MS. BIGOS:  I'll second. -02:-54 19

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  All in favor?-02:-54 20

(Whereupon, motion is passed by a  -02:-54 21

       unanimous vote in favor.) -02:-54 22

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you.  -02:-54 23

MR. PUTNINS:  Can I start?  -02:-54 24

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Is Lisa Baney -02:-54 25

LAURA A. CARUCCI, C.S.R., R.P.R., L.L.C.
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here?  She's not here?  -02:-54 1

FEMALE AUDIENCE MEMBER:  She's coming -02:-54 2

but she didn't get here yet. -02:-54 3

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  She will -02:-54 4

probably miss her opportunity to ask questions. -02:-54 5

MS. TUOMEY:  Mr. Chairman?  -02:-54 6

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Yes. -02:-54 7

MS. TUOMEY:  Are we allowed to ask -02:-54 8

questions even if we're not on your list. -02:-54 9

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  If -- what we're -02:-54 10

not doing is continuing indefinitely.-02:-54 11

What we decided the last session was to -02:-54 12

close up with those who were on line at that time.  -02:-54 13

Okay?  -02:-54 14

MS. TUOMEY:  Could I take somebody -02:-54 15

else's place if they don't come?  -02:-53 16

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  That's not the -02:-53 17

process.  Thank you.-02:-53 18

Okay.  So Zigi Putnins, I believe, 19

correct?  20

Please state, spell your name and give 21

your address.22

MR. PUTNINS:  Zigi Putnins, Z-i-g-i 23

P-u-t-n-i-n-s, 572 Fairway Road, Ridgewood, New -02:-53 24

Jersey.  -02:-53 25

LAURA A. CARUCCI, C.S.R., R.P.R., L.L.C.
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And let's see, I believe that's Mr. -02:-53 1

Olivo I guess last time we talked about the -- -02:-53 2

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  One moment -02:-53 3

please. -02:-53 4

MS. PRICE:  Mr. Collins, do you want to -02:-53 5

just introduce the witness, just for the record.  -02:-53 6

MR. COLLINS:  Yes.-02:-53 7

Mr. Olivo is the traffic expert -02:-53 8

retained by the hospital.  -02:-53 9

He has appeared at several prior -02:-53 10

meetings.  He is sworn and at the end of the last -02:-53 11

meeting, we indicated he would be available this -02:-53 12

evening to finish up with any questions that might be -02:-53 13

asked of anyone.-02:-53 14

So he is ready to go.-02:-53 15

MS. PRICE:  Okay.-02:-53 16

C H A R L E S     O L I V O, -02:-53 17

       having been previously sworn, continues to -02:-53 18

       testify as follows:  -02:-53 19

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Please proceed, -02:-53 20

thank you.  -02:-53 21

MR. PUTNINS:  Okay.  Thank you.-02:-53 22

I guess following on some questions -02:-52 23

about the peak hour trip count that was in your -02:-52 24

report, I think last week I -- last time I should -02:-52 25
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say, I took some comparison to your peak hour trip -02:-52 1

from your report to Mr. Staigar's from a couple of -02:-52 2

years ago.  And I did offhand say there was a hundred -02:-52 3

percent discrepancy I do want to correct myself it's -02:-52 4

actually 85.86 percent discrepancy.  -02:-52 5

And you suggested that this 85.86 -02:-52 6

percent discrepancy might be due to using the shuttle -02:-52 7

bus.  I believe you said the shuttle bus was -02:-52 8

introduced after Mr. Staigar's traffic counts were -02:-52 9

taken.  -02:-52 10

MR. OLIVO:  Yes, that's correct.  -02:-52 11

And good evening -- excuse me, good -02:-52 12

evening, Mr. Chairman, members of the board.  -02:-52 13

That's correct, yes, the shuttle bus -02:-52 14

was put into implementation after Mr. Staigar's -02:-52 15

previous study.-02:-52 16

MR. PUTNINS:  But the count difference -02:-52 17

is 425 trips so -- and the parking -- if the parking -02:-52 18

on-site only carries 270 cars, assuming half of them -02:-51 19

are for the people coming in it would seem to me it -02:-51 20

would only cover about 135 out of the 425 reduction -02:-51 21

in trips.  -02:-51 22

Do you have any other suggestions as to -02:-51 23

why there might be a discrepancy? -02:-51 24

MR. OLIVO:  Well, as I mentioned at the -02:-51 25
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last hearing certainly there's fluctuations based on -02:-51 1

season.  There were some questions requiring us to do -02:-51 2

a little bit of homework between the last hearing and -02:-51 3

this one with regard to the number of people riding -02:-51 4

the shuttle bus, the maximum capacity of the shuttle -02:-51 5

bus.  I believe there was some questions about that.-02:-51 6

So just for the record, after doing -02:-51 7

some research.  The shuttle bus carries about 200 -02:-51 8

people to the facility on a daily basis.  -02:-51 9

So certainly I continue to believe and -02:-51 10

opine that the reason for the difference between the -02:-51 11

Mr. Staigar's study and our's, some of the disparity -02:-51 12

between the trip generation had to do with the -02:-51 13

shuttle bus implementation.  And clearly the number -02:-51 14

of people that are riding the shuttle bus under -02:-51 15

existing conditions.  Also seasonal fluctuation, but -02:-51 16

having to do with the shuttle, the shuttle at -02:-50 17

capacity carries about 14 or 15 people on average -02:-50 18

based on the data that we've reviewed.  And that -02:-50 19

includes times when the shuttle bus carries zero -02:-50 20

people because it will go back and forth just to -02:-50 21

continue to pick up people and look for people at the -02:-50 22

drop-off points.  On average carries approximately -02:-50 23

two to three people throughout the course of the day.  -02:-50 24

That can be as many as I mentioned 14 or 15.-02:-50 25

LAURA A. CARUCCI, C.S.R., R.P.R., L.L.C.
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And then also they will carry no people -02:-50 1

back and forth, looking for people to pick up and -02:-50 2

drop off throughout the course of the day.-02:-50 3

So, again, in terms of the disparity -02:-50 4

between those numbers I continue to believe that one -02:-50 5

of the reasons for that has to do with the shuttle -02:-50 6

bus, another having to do with the seasonal change.-02:-50 7

And also I as I mentioned at the last -02:-50 8

hearing, when the school lets out in the evening and -02:-50 9

when also the shift is changing during the afternoon -02:-50 10

-- I'm sorry -- when the school lets out in the -02:-49 11

afternoon and the shift changes in the afternoon, -02:-49 12

there tends to be some capacity constraints within -02:-49 13

the network that may have been different during the -02:-49 14

counts that were conducted during May and June during -02:-49 15

Mr. Staigar's study.  -02:-49 16

So I think those three reasons are a -02:-49 17

good representation of why there may be a disparity -02:-49 18

between the count data. -02:-49 19

MR. PUTNINS:  Did you say there was 200 -02:-49 20

for the whole day in the shuttle -- carried by the -02:-49 21

shuttle? -02:-49 22

MR. OLIVO:  Two-hundred people utilize -02:-49 23

the shuttle throughout the course of the day, 200 -- -02:-49 24

approximately 200 employees. -02:-49 25

LAURA A. CARUCCI, C.S.R., R.P.R., L.L.C.
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MR. PUTNINS:  So even if all 200 used -02:-49 1

it in the peak hour then it would account for less -02:-49 2

than half of the discrepancy, but another question I -02:-49 3

has is your -- you have some estimates for levels of -02:-49 4

service, or classes of service I believe it's called, -02:-49 5

"A", "B", "C", "D."-02:-49 6

And you had some talk about the 2000 -- -02:-49 7

the current -- is it called class or service or Level -02:-49 8

of Service? -02:-49 9

MR. OLIVO:  Level of Service.-02:-49 10

MR. PUTNINS:  Level of Service.-02:-49 11

MR. OLIVO:  Yes.-02:-49 12

MR. PUTNINS:  You had some level of -02:-49 13

service for the current and then you had some build -02:-49 14

options for 2021 built -- 2021 build option one, -02:-49 15

build option two? -02:-48 16

MR. OLIVO:  Correct.-02:-48 17

MR. PUTNINS:  And that was assuming a -02:-48 18

traffic increase of I think you said one percent a -02:-48 19

year? -02:-48 20

MR. OLIVO:  Yes. -02:-48 21

MR. PUTNINS:  Does that include the -02:-48 22

increase in traffic also due to the expected increase -02:-48 23

utilization growth of Valley Hospital of one percent -02:-48 24

a year? -02:-48 25
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MR. OLIVO:  I'm sorry, could you ask -02:-48 1

that question again?  I didn't get it.-02:-48 2

MR. PUTNINS:  The -- the hospital -02:-48 3

consultant from -- I don't know who, there's no name -02:-48 4

on it Stroudwater Associates says that there's -02:-48 5

expected increased utilization of Valley Hospital of -02:-48 6

one percent a year and that itself would seem to -02:-48 7

have, you know, for every patient you're going to -02:-48 8

have two or three guys coming in and that itself -02:-48 9

would seem to have an increase of maybe three percent -02:-48 10

a year of utilization -- of traffic throughout the -02:-48 11

period. -02:-48 12

MR. OLIVO:  I don't recall testimony -02:-48 13

that stated that there would be an increase in -02:-48 14

utilization of the hospital and besides that if -02:-48 15

another expert testified -- perhaps you're referring -02:-48 16

to Mr. Downes; testimony, I'm not really sure.  And -02:-47 17

you somewhat trailed off during one of the parts of -02:-47 18

the question or comment, but with regard to the types -02:-47 19

of traffic and the traffic generation in the proposed -02:-47 20

condition and the build condition with the upgrade in -02:-47 21

place, as I mentioned a number of times, there would -02:-47 22

be an expectations of a reduction in traffic.-02:-47 23

That continues to be the case, that has -02:-47 24

not changed as a result of anyone's testimony and -02:-47 25
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there has been no testimony that I have heard that is -02:-47 1

in discord with the testimony that I've just given.-02:-47 2

So, again, there's an expectation of a -02:-47 3

reduction in traffic in the proposed condition. -02:-47 4

MR. PUTNINS:  Okay.  Looking at Section -02:-47 5

two, so the back of your -- -02:-47 6

MS. PRICE:  This is three.-02:-47 7

MR. PUTNINS:  -- your report you have a -02:-47 8

conclusion of the report, and I read through and -02:-47 9

found it difficult to find the things that "we -02:-47 10

conclude" or "therefore."-02:-47 11

So I was wondering if you could point -02:-47 12

out specifically what the conclusions were in your -02:-47 13

report?  -02:-47 14

MR. OLIVO:  Referring to the Traffic -02:-47 15

Impact Study the conclusions start on page 25 and -02:-46 16

would go through in the narrative how we've reached -02:-46 17

the conclusion starting with simply a restatement of -02:-46 18

the project in the first paragraph, what's being -02:-46 19

proposed, the right sizing which the board and the -02:-46 20

public certainly have heard a lot of testimony about.-02:-46 21

In addition to that, we refer back to -02:-46 22

what's one of the critical parts of the study which -02:-46 23

is page 14, the trip generation analysis for the -02:-46 24

proposed condition.  -02:-46 25
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And the conclusion is that there would -02:-46 1

be a reduction in traffic throughout the course of -02:-46 2

the day and also during the peak hours.-02:-46 3

In addition to that, with the proposed -02:-46 4

implementation of certain improvement measures -02:-46 5

throughout this roadway corridor specifically at the -02:-46 6

intersection of North Van Dien and Linwood, there -02:-46 7

would be an improvement to the Levels of Service and -02:-46 8

delay at that particular intersection basad on those -02:-46 9

improvements.  And that is essentially the short -02:-46 10

version of what we found as part of the traffic -02:-46 11

analysis.-02:-45 12

In addition, based on the improvements -02:-45 13

to the parking infrastructure proposed as part of the -02:-45 14

site, there would be improvement to the utilization.  -02:-45 15

There'd be a reduction in the high levels of -02:-45 16

utilization that are experienced today, all in the -02:-45 17

effort to improve driver convenience and certainly -02:-45 18

comfort within the site itself, but then also to -02:-45 19

reduce below certain utilization levels that really -02:-45 20

encourage recirculation, increased driver emissions, -02:-45 21

people waiting for parking stalls to become un-parked -02:-45 22

which leads to congestion within the site today.  -02:-45 23

So both from an off-site perspective -02:-45 24

there'd be an improvement, there's be a reduction in -02:-45 25
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trips and from a park perspective there'd be an -02:-45 1

improvement to the utilization rate and that is -02:-45 2

essentially the conclusions of the report. -02:-45 3

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  Thank you. -02:-45 4

MR. PUTNINS:  One last question -- -02:-45 5

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  You were limited -02:-45 6

to three questions.  I'm sorry.  -02:-45 7

MR. PUTNINS:  I thought a lot had to do -02:-45 8

with the basis for the report.  So -- -02:-45 9

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  I'll allow one -02:-45 10

more. -02:-44 11

MR. PUTNINS:  Thank you. -02:-44 12

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  And that's it.-02:-44 13

MR. PUTNINS:  I guess this question's -02:-44 14

for Ms. Price, you've held a pretty high standard for -02:-44 15

introduction of hearsay evidence, can you comment on -02:-44 16

the hearsayiness of the traffic report given that the -02:-44 17

assumptions are based Valley statements that have not -02:-44 18

been read into the record. -02:-44 19

MS. PRICE:  I -- can you just repeat -02:-44 20

your question?  -02:-44 21

MR. PUTNINS:  Can you comment on the -02:-44 22

hearsayiness, the level of hearsay, in the traffic -02:-44 23

report, given that the assumptions are based on -02:-44 24

Valley statements that have not been read into the -02:-44 25
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record.-02:-44 1

MS. PRICE:  Can I comment on hearsay -02:-44 2

statements in the traffic report? -02:-44 3

MR. PUTNINS:  Well, they're hearsay -- -02:-44 4

the traffic report itself since it's based on Valley -02:-44 5

statements, have not been read into the record.  I -02:-44 6

would assume that there needs -- something could be -02:-44 7

drawn about them other than the conclusions based on -02:-44 8

statements that have not been read into the record? -02:-44 9

MS. PRICE:  What's statements are you -02:-44 10

referring to? -02:-44 11

MR. PUTNINS:  Growth patterns, and -02:-44 12

things like that that are mentioned.  The hospital -02:-44 13

mentioned some decrease in growth which he based his -02:-44 14

traffic analysis on.  -02:-44 15

MS. PRICE:  Well, any witness, any -02:-44 16

expert witness is allowed to use sources in terms of -02:-43 17

forming an expert opinion.-02:-43 18

So if you have a specific objection -02:-43 19

that you'd like to voice you can certainly make that -02:-43 20

objection and the Board can entertain it but as you -02:-43 21

may know the explicit rules of evidence don't apply -02:-43 22

to land use hearings.  I think we've gone through -02:-43 23

that in our that opening statement, both for the last -02:-43 24

set of the hearings as well as the initial set of -02:-43 25
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hearings on this matter.  -02:-43 1

But if you have a specific objection -02:-43 2

that you can point to on a matter that the Board -02:-43 3

should entertain, I'm sure that it's happy to -02:-43 4

entertain that, but I'm not sure anything specific -02:-43 5

that Mr. Olivo has relied upon in the formulation of -02:-43 6

the preparation of his report that you'd like us to -02:-43 7

consider.  -02:-43 8

MR. PUTNINS:  Okay.-02:-43 9

So there's different levels of -02:-43 10

standards for people talking versus experts talking -02:-43 11

in terms of relying on other people's testimony?  I -02:-43 12

know there's got to be a pretty high standard when -02:-43 13

people come up and talk.  You said "I heard" and then -02:-43 14

you say you can't use that because that's hearsay.-02:-43 15

MS. PRICE:  Well, that's -- right. -02:-43 16

If you say "I've heard" then that would -02:-42 17

be hearsay.  But I can't -- are you pointing to a -02:-42 18

specific reference from this witness' testimony that -02:-42 19

he's rely upon. -02:-42 20

MR. PUTNINS:  Well, the -- the report -02:-42 21

itself is based on several -- several assumptions -02:-42 22

about the hospital's traffic going forward.-02:-42 23

For example, reduction of number of -02:-42 24

people moving off-site, no growth in patient traffic, -02:-42 25
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things like that, that have not been written into the -02:-42 1

record I believe, in fact contradicts some of the -02:-42 2

expert testimony that was read in by people from -02:-42 3

Stroudwater Associates. -02:-42 4

MS. PRICE:  Okay.  Well, the Board can -02:-42 5

-- the Board can and will, at the end of this matter, -02:-42 6

weigh all of the credibility of both written as well -02:-42 7

as oral testimony and reports, in terms of making any -02:-42 8

determination and assign the level of credibility -02:-42 9

that is deems fit to that testimony and certainly -02:-42 10

apply any standards that it deems relevant.-02:-42 11

But experts, whether they are pro an -02:-41 12

application or against an application, are entitled -02:-41 13

to rely upon sources in preparation of their reports.-02:-41 14

So I think that that's what we have -02:-41 15

here.  Mr. Olivo, as most experts do, relied upon -02:-41 16

certain source information in preparation of his -02:-41 17

report.-02:-41 18

So unless you can tell me something -02:-41 19

specific that you're referring to I think that we can -02:-41 20

just move on at this point.-02:-41 21

MR. PUTNINS:  Okay.  Okay.  Thank you. -02:-41 22

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. -02:-41 23

Putnins.-02:-41 24

Thank you, Gail.  -02:-41 25
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Walter Durant?  -02:-41 1

(NO RESPONSE.)-02:-41 2

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  No?  Okay.  -02:-41 3

Sorry.  -02:-41 4

Tom DeVita?  -02:-41 5

MR. DeVITA:  Tom DeVita, 226 Sollas -02:-41 6

Court.  -02:-41 7

Mr. Vimba was planning to be here, but -02:-41 8

I don't see him here yet.  So if he gets here, he -02:-41 9

gets here.-02:-41 10

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  That's correct.-02:-41 11

MR. DeVITA:  Mr. Olivo, thanks for your -02:-41 12

presentation and coming back several time, just the -02:-41 13

three questions and hopefully they'll be brief.-02:-40 14

Could traffic be further reduced and -02:-40 15

perhaps a smaller parking garage if there was less -02:-40 16

employee on-site parking. -02:-40 17

MR. OLIVO:  I don't believe there's a -02:-40 18

correlation between parking and trip generation.-02:-40 19

As I've testified to previously, the -02:-40 20

number of trips in and out of the site are related to -02:-40 21

any number of things, certainly the full table that -02:-40 22

we've noted within the report on page 14.-02:-40 23

In my opinion the parking that's being -02:-40 24

provided here is to allow for better circulation, the -02:-40 25
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ability to find stalls easier and quicker, simply for -02:-40 1

convenience for both patients and employees.-02:-40 2

So, no, I don't believe there's a -02:-40 3

correlation between less park and less employee -02:-40 4

traffic.-02:-40 5

MR. DeVITA:  But could there be a -02:-40 6

smaller garage if they had the less employee parking?  -02:-40 7

Not the correlation., just the simple -02:-40 8

question, less employee parking, smaller garage. -02:-40 9

MR. OLIVO:  If there were physically -- -02:-40 10

if there was physically less parking stalls on the -02:-39 11

site, then technically the surface parking or the -02:-39 12

parking garage could be smaller.-02:-39 13

MR. DeVITA:  Okay.  Second -- thank -02:-39 14

you.  -02:-39 15

Do the maximum and minimum parking -02:-39 16

spaces, this might be for Blais, but I think you -02:-39 17

might know the answer, the maximum/minimum parking -02:-39 18

spaces in the Master Plan require the parking to be -02:-39 19

on-site or does it contemplate off-site parking -02:-39 20

because it seems like your report has off-site, -02:-39 21

on-site, and I know that's the plan.  I'm just -02:-39 22

curious how that works into the bigger picture which -02:-39 23

is what I've been trying to focus on.-02:-39 24

MR. OLIVO:  That I would defer to -02:-39 25
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Blais. -02:-39 1

MR. BRANCHEAU:  The max -- hello?  You -02:-39 2

hear me?  Okay.  -02:-39 3

The 2000 maximum in the Master Plan was -02:-39 4

a control on intensity of use.  There's a minimum -02:-39 5

that was, I think four-and-a-quarter spaces per bed.  -02:-39 6

So there's both a minimum and a maximum for different -02:-39 7

reasons.  The minimum obviously is so there's enough -02:-38 8

parking.  The maximum is so that the activity level -02:-38 9

at the hospital is limited by how many cars can go -02:-38 10

there at that same time.  -02:-38 11

There was provision -- there is -02:-38 12

provisions in the Master Plan, though, that would -02:-38 13

allow for off-site parking.  -02:-38 14

MR. DeVITA:  Okay.  -02:-38 15

MR. BRANCHEAU:  And there is in the -02:-38 16

Village Ordinance already for all non-residential -02:-38 17

uses for a certain amount of off-site parking if it's -02:-38 18

within a certain distance.-02:-38 19

But in the case of the hospital, the -02:-38 20

Master Plan would have allowed it even further away -02:-38 21

if the hospital could, at the time of site plan -02:-38 22

approval, provide a realistic shuttle plan or some -02:-38 23

other means of parking further away than the -02:-38 24

ordinance would otherwise allow.  -02:-38 25
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MR. DeVITA:  Okay.  I'll save to a -02:-38 1

different question on the follow up on the -02:-38 2

maximum/minimum numbers.-02:-37 3

So I'll take my last question of Mr. -02:-37 4

Olivo.-02:-37 5

Thank you, Blais.-02:-37 6

In talking about the parking -02:-37 7

utilization and other things, did you -- was smart -02:-37 8

parking technology utilized or thought about as to -02:-37 9

the, you know, the open spaces?  -02:-37 10

I know the Garden State Plaza, a lot of -02:-37 11

airports have it, it's newer technology that instead -02:-37 12

of having the utilization you need those open spaces, -02:-37 13

that a lot of sense what you described as actually:  -02:-37 14

On level four, there are three spots, go get them.  -02:-37 15

On level two there are two spots.  And it can avoid -02:-37 16

some of that.-02:-37 17

Was that part of your analysis at all?  -02:-37 18

And if so or if not, can we consider that?  -02:-37 19

MR. OLIVO:  Well, certainly there's -02:-37 20

smaller systems out there.  You point out some good -02:-37 21

examples, Garden State Plaza and some others which -02:-37 22

are certainly different users than this.-02:-37 23

So in terms of the parking management -02:-37 24

system, I recall at the last hearing we did discuss -02:-37 25
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implementing or discussing putting together a parking -02:-37 1

management type of plan.-02:-37 2

At this stage we're in some what of a -02:-37 3

conceptual area, when it comes to the parking -02:-37 4

management systems themselves.-02:-36 5

But what I can certainly tell you at -02:-36 6

that, as part of this upgrade process, the hospital -02:-36 7

is looking to modernize this facility.  -02:-36 8

I certainly would agree with you that -02:-36 9

that type of approach certainly helps to better -02:-36 10

utilize parking fields and parking garages.  So I'd -02:-36 11

be happy the discuss it with Valley Hospital as part -02:-36 12

of implementation further down the road as we start -02:-36 13

to into more engineered documents and more technical -02:-36 14

specifications for the parking management systems and -02:-36 15

things like that.  -02:-36 16

MR. DeVITA:  Thanks. -02:-36 17

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. -02:-36 18

DeVita.  -02:-36 19

Arnie Vimba?  -02:-36 20

(NO RESPONSE.)-02:-36 21

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Marla Sherman? -02:-36 22

MS. SHERMAN:  He answered all my -02:-36 23

questions.  -02:-36 24

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you very -02:-36 25
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much.-02:-36 1

Okay.  Is there a motion to close the -02:-36 2

public questions?  -02:-36 3

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Motion to close. -02:-36 4

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Second please? -02:-36 5

MR. GRANT:  Second. -02:-36 6

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  All in favor.-02:-36 7

(Whereupon, motion is passed by a  -02:-36 8

       unanimous vote in favor.) -02:-36 9

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  -02:-36 10

Mr. Collins?  -02:-36 11

MR. COLLINS:  Mr. Chairman, I have -02:-36 12

offered a list of board questions to the witness that -02:-35 13

Mrs. Price gave me and he's ready to respond to those -02:-35 14

this evening. -02:-35 15

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Perfect.  -02:-35 16

Mr. Olivo, if you don't mind stating -02:-35 17

the question that you're answering first -- -02:-35 18

MR. OLIVO:  Certainly.-02:-35 19

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  -- so that people -02:-35 20

recognize the question you're answering. -02:-35 21

MR. COLLINS:  Certainly.  There were a -02:-35 22

number of --  -02:-35 23

MS. PRICE:  Just for the record, these -02:-35 24

are questions that I had, that were fielded by board -02:-35 25
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members or member of the public the last time Mr. -02:-35 1

Olivo testified and that were unanswered.-02:-35 2

So they may respond to some questions -02:-35 3

that were asked.  -02:-35 4

MR. OLIVO:  Yes.  There was a question -02:-35 5

about -- on page 14, Table I, pertaining to parking.  -02:-35 6

There was a maximum valet parking number, this was -02:-35 7

all of the parking, including the maximum valet was -02:-35 8

1731 as listed.  And the parking called as a formal -02:-35 9

space as 1698.  -02:-34 10

We did confirm that during the time of -02:-34 11

our count of the parking supply and during typical -02:-34 12

periods that there is some flux in the number of -02:-34 13

valet parking stalls that are used, that 33, that -02:-34 14

number between the 1731 and the 1698 is essentially, -02:-34 15

again, a maximum area for the valet.-02:-34 16

So the numbers that are in the table -02:-34 17

are correct.  The only thing that I'll state to the -02:-34 18

board is that perhaps the row that's denoted "parking -02:-34 19

-  formal spaces" should also include as part of that -02:-34 20

text with typical valet service.  -02:-34 21

So just again for the record, in terms -02:-34 22

of the existing of parking stalls 1698, that is -02:-34 23

comprised of 776 staff parking stalls, 744 parking -02:-34 24

stalls that are lined, 178 that are valet.  And that -02:-34 25
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totals 1698.  An additional 33 are for the maximum -02:-33 1

valet usage which would put you 1731. -02:-33 2

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you. -02:-33 3

MR. OLIVO:  I believe the Village -02:-33 4

engineer asked a question about the jitneys or the -02:-33 5

shuttle.  They do park off-site today.  And they -02:-33 6

would continue to be parked off-site as part of the -02:-33 7

upgrade.  -02:-33 8

And I clarified the 1698, versus the -02:-33 9

1731.  In terms of the deliveries, as I mentioned at -02:-33 10

the last hearing on average the hospital receives -02:-33 11

approximately ten deliveries per day, on a weekday, -02:-33 12

so Monday through Friday.  -02:-33 13

I also mentioned that we did analyze -02:-33 14

the truck turning ability for the proposed loading -02:-33 15

zone.  And what we did between the last hearing and -02:-33 16

now is verify that a truck as large as 69-feet long, -02:-33 17

a WB62, can park or can load in unload in the -02:-32 18

maneuvering that we mentioned previously, which was -02:-32 19

essentially pulling forward, backing up into the -02:-32 20

loading stall, and then pulling out in one movement.-02:-32 21

And based on the types of trucks that -02:-32 22

service the hospital that would be adequate, that -02:-32 23

WB62 would be a conservative truck size for our -- -02:-32 24

for our analysis purposes based on the trucks that -02:-32 25
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enter and exit.  -02:-32 1

In terms of the largest tractor trailer -02:-32 2

that enters and exits the site as 48-foot trailer.  -02:-32 3

So, again, that WB62, in terms of the wheel base, -02:-32 4

would accommodate that analysis for a 48-foot.-02:-32 5

Many of the other trucks are 18-foot -02:-32 6

trailers, cargo vans, step vans, box trucks that are -02:-32 7

30-feet long.  -02:-32 8

So, again, that -- that vehicle that we -02:-32 9

analyzed would be worse case scenario, and it would -02:-32 10

accommodate the largest wheel based vehicle here.-02:-31 11

And that is, essentially, the answers -02:-31 12

for the questions that were asked. -02:-31 13

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. -02:-31 14

Olivo.  -02:-31 15

MR. OLIVO:  You're welcome. -02:-31 16

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you for -02:-31 17

your time and for your testimony.-02:-31 18

Mr. Collins?  -02:-31 19

MR. COLLINS:  I have nothing further of -02:-31 20

this witness, Mr. Chairman.  And if the board is -02:-31 21

willing, I would like to have him excused. -02:-31 22

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  I believe so.-02:-31 23

Thank you for your testimony.  There -02:-31 24

are no further question. -02:-31 25
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MR. BRANCHEAU:  Could -- yeah, I have -02:-31 1

some follow-ups based upon the answers that you -02:-31 2

provided, not many, just a couple. -02:-31 3

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Please.  -02:-31 4

MR. BRANCHEAU:  Chuck, you said of the -02:-31 5

1698 spaces that 776 were staff and 744 were lined.  -02:-31 6

Does that mean the staff are unlined?  -02:-31 7

MR. OLIVO:  No, that's inclusive.  I -- -02:-31 8

I apologize if that was unclear, 776 are lined as -02:-31 9

well for staff, yes.-02:-30 10

MR. BRANCHEAU:  Okay.  In -- that is -- -02:-30 11

that means there's 776 spaces that are lined that are -02:-30 12

reserved for the use of staff -- -02:-30 13

MR. OLIVO:  Yes.-02:-30 14

MR. BRANCHEAU:  Is that what that -02:-30 15

means? -02:-30 16

MR. OLIVO:  Yes.-02:-30 17

MR. BRANCHEAU:  Okay.  Is that proposed -02:-30 18

to change and if so -- -02:-30 19

MR. OLIVO:  No.-02:-30 20

MR. BRANCHEAU:  -- by how much under -02:-30 21

the future build.-02:-30 22

MR. OLIVO:  No, the number of employee -02:-30 23

stalls would remain the same in the proposed -02:-30 24

condition, 776.-02:-30 25
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MR. BRANCHEAU:  So number of employees -02:-30 1

is not going down in the future?-02:-30 2

MR. OLIVO:  No, the number of employees -02:-30 3

would go down as I testified to during the parking -02:-30 4

utilization testimony, during the shift change today -02:-30 5

there's a 98 percent utilization rate, which is very -02:-30 6

high, essentially at capacity, and many occasions -02:-30 7

when you have that type of parking if a vehicle parks -02:-30 8

over a stall you actually are experiencing capacity.-02:-30 9

So the proposal is to maintain the 776 -02:-30 10

and to reduce that very high level of utilization in -02:-29 11

the proposed condition.-02:-29 12

MR. BRANCHEAU:  Okay.  So it's just a -02:-29 13

comfort level?  -02:-29 14

MR. OLIVO:  It convenience, it's -02:-29 15

comfort, yes.-02:-29 16

MR. BRANCHEAU:  And then as far as the -02:-29 17

744 lined spaces, presumably those are open to use by -02:-29 18

hospital patrons, not by staff or doctors or others, -02:-29 19

right?  -02:-29 20

MR. OLIVO:  Correct.-02:-29 21

MR. BRANCHEAU:  Is that changing in the -02:-29 22

build scenario?  And if so by how much? -02:-29 23

MR. OLIVO:  Well, the number of total -02:-29 24

stalls the 2,000 that's being proposed as part of the -02:-29 25
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upgrade project, I have not accounted for valet -02:-29 1

parking in the future condition.-02:-29 2

The parking right now as it stands -02:-29 3

right now between the parking garages and the surface -02:-29 4

parking is to accomplish the 2,000 parking stalls as -02:-29 5

formal lined stalls, minus the 776 employee stalls, -02:-29 6

the balance would be lined stalls for patrons of the -02:-28 7

hospital.  -02:-28 8

MR. BRANCHEAU:  So you're saying the -02:-28 9

valet would be in addition to the 2000?  -02:-28 10

MR. OLIVO:  If it were needed or if it -02:-28 11

were anticipated -- -02:-28 12

MR. BRANCHEAU:  I've heard testimony -02:-28 13

the valet is going to be a continued practice.  -02:-28 14

MR. OLIVO:  Well, certainly valet can -02:-28 15

be -- -02:-28 16

MR. BRANCHEAU:  So -- -02:-28 17

MR. OLIVO:  -- valets can parked in -02:-28 18

lined stalls as well.-02:-28 19

In term of the anticipation of the -02:-28 20

number of lined stalls that would be the 2,000 formal -02:-28 21

spaces proposed.-02:-28 22

MR. BRANCHEAU:  Okay.  Well, this -- -02:-28 23

this is not just an academic question because as -02:-28 24

you've heard the Master Plan caps the parking at -02:-28 25
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2,000. -02:-28 1

MR. OLIVO:  Correct.-02:-28 2

MR. BRANCHEAU:  And as it's currently -02:-28 3

written, that cap is a complete cap, includes parking -02:-28 4

so if the 2000, you're talking about, doesn't include -02:-28 5

it then obviously there'd be a problem so you know -02:-28 6

it's something that if the valet is all occurring -02:-28 7

within the striped spaces and not being stacked -02:-27 8

because, again, that was a maximum, an intensity -02:-27 9

thing.-02:-27 10

Again, 2,000 cars parked one per space -02:-27 11

with no stacking is a lot different than 2200 cars -02:-27 12

parked with stacking.  -02:-27 13

The point is, is how many cars are -02:-27 14

going to be parked on-site, that's what the objective -02:-27 15

of that restriction was.  So again I'm just trying to -02:-27 16

get -- -02:-27 17

MR. OLIVO:  Certainly.-02:-27 18

MR. BRANCHEAU:  -- a complete -- -02:-27 19

MR. OLIVO:  I think I understand the -02:-27 20

concern and the comment.-02:-27 21

MR. BRANCHEAU:  Okay.-02:-27 22

MR. OLIVO:  I think one of the -- -02:-27 23

certainly one of the points that we discussed at the -02:-27 24

last hearing was a parking management plan that -02:-27 25
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really identifies the various parking level, what -02:-27 1

they're used for I think.  And I think the best way -02:-27 2

to accomplish where the stalls are, what type of -02:-27 3

stalls they are, is within -- within that plan, that -02:-27 4

that parking management plan.  -02:-27 5

I understand the comment loud and -02:-27 6

clear, though, 2000 is 2000.  It's not meant to be -02:-27 7

2200 or more than that.-02:-27 8

So, certainly, I can discuss with this -02:-27 9

the hospital and we'll make sure that as part of any -02:-26 10

parking management plan we accomplish that goal of -02:-26 11

the 2,000 stalls in total.  -02:-26 12

MR. BRANCHEAU:  So that would --  so -02:-26 13

just hypothetically if -- if and when the hospital -02:-26 14

were to come before the board for a site plan and the -02:-26 15

board were to say or the ordinance were to say, you -02:-26 16

will delineate all areas for valet parking and you -02:-26 17

will do a count of how many spaces will be -02:-26 18

accommodated in that and that plus non-valet parking -02:-26 19

would not exceed 2,000, that's not a problem, as I -02:-26 20

understand it, is what you're telling me?  -02:-26 21

MR. OLIVO:  Yes, correct.-02:-26 22

MR. BRANCHEAU:  And, again, the 2000 as -02:-26 23

I said at a prior meeting, I think there's some -02:-26 24

confusion that's not a minimum requirement, that's a -02:-26 25
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maximum the hospital would be allowed to do less, -02:-26 1

four-and-a-quarter times 454 beds to the exact which -02:-26 2

was I think a little over 1900 spaces.  -02:-26 3

Do you know whether it would be the -02:-26 4

hospitals' intent the build all 2,000 including valet -02:-25 5

or to do something less?  -02:-25 6

MR. OLIVO:  My understanding at this -02:-25 7

time is the hospital's intent is to comply with the -02:-25 8

Master Plan 2000 parking stalls and continued to be -02:-25 9

proposed at this time. -02:-25 10

MR. BRANCHEAU:  The maximum? -02:-25 11

MR. OLIVO:  The maximum.-02:-25 12

MR. BRANCHEAU:  But you don't know -02:-25 13

whether they're going to do a minimum below that or -02:-25 14

not? -02:-25 15

MR. OLIVO:  Again, the -- the direction -02:-25 16

that I've been given to analyze the 2,000 stalls.-02:-25 17

MR. BRANCHEAU:  Okay.  Thank you.  -02:-25 18

Were you intending to submit a diagram -02:-25 19

on that turning movement for the WB62 the current one -02:-25 20

that we have is a WB50 I believe. -02:-25 21

MR. OLIVO:  Absolutely.  We can provide -02:-25 22

that o the board, yes.-02:-25 23

MR. BRANCHEAU:  All right.  Thank you.  -02:-25 24

That's all. -02:-25 25
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CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Blais.-02:-25 1

Thank you, Mr. Olivo.-02:-25 2

MS. DOCKRAY:  I have one other -02:-25 3

question.-02:-25 4

I think -- actually, Charles, I think -02:-25 5

you asked the last time if you can give us some -02:-25 6

examples of intersections?  -02:-24 7

MR. OLIVO:  Yes.-02:-24 8

MS. DOCKRAY:  With dividers that would -02:-24 9

be similar to what you're proposing for Linwood and -02:-24 10

Van Dien. -02:-24 11

MR. OLIVO:  Yes.  There was some -02:-24 12

question about the refuge island that we spoke of -02:-24 13

between the through lane and the right turn bay.-02:-24 14

And, again, I just want to state to the -02:-24 15

Board that it's still a conceptual plan that right -02:-24 16

turn lane may or may not be constructed as part of -02:-24 17

the improvements, but there are a few section -02:-24 18

examples between the last hearing and this one that -02:-24 19

we found in Bergen County.-02:-24 20

The first is at the intersection of -02:-24 21

Prospect Street, Highland Avenue and Godwin Avenue in -02:-24 22

Midland Park in the adjacent vicinity of Highland -02:-24 23

elementary.  There is a right turn lane there with a -02:-24 24

small island separator.  -02:-24 25
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The second example would be at -02:-24 1

Brookside Middle School in Allendale.  This is at the -02:-24 2

intersection of Brookside Avenue and West Crescent -02:-24 3

Avenue.-02:-24 4

And a third example, and these, of -02:-24 5

course, are similar, they're not the same as in terms -02:-23 6

the roadway system and the proximity to certain types -02:-23 7

of land uses, but another similar type of -02:-23 8

configuration is in Paramus at Midland Elementary -02:-23 9

School, at the intersection of Paramus Road and West -02:-23 10

Midland Avenue. -02:-23 11

MS. DOCKRAY:  Thank you. -02:-23 12

MR. OLIVO:  You're welcome. -02:-23 13

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Wendy.-02:-23 14

Is that it from the board?  -02:-23 15

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  Just, if I could just -02:-23 16

make one point. -02:-23 17

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Please. -02:-23 18

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  Because I bought this -02:-23 19

up on a couple of occasion and you know the -- the -02:-23 20

analysis that you've done, the recommendations, the -02:-23 21

conclusions that you come to, you know, in terms of -02:-23 22

the impact on traffic have been compelling.  The -02:-23 23

changes in parking and how that would impact sort of -02:-23 24

just the flow of traffic, but whenever we talk -- and -02:-23 25
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I know I brought this up before, but whenever we talk -02:-23 1

about changes that would need to happen to the road, -02:-23 2

whether it be Linwood or Glen, shouldn't really be -02:-23 3

part of this discussion.  It shouldn't be part of our -02:-23 4

consideration because those changes can be made on by -02:-22 5

the Village and by the County working together.-02:-22 6

So it would seem wrong to sort of base -02:-22 7

our decisions, our deliberations on suggestion which -02:-22 8

might be very good suggestions, but they're really -02:-22 9

out of the purview of Valley Hospital.  -02:-22 10

It's like if I was going to make a -02:-22 11

change, in addition to my house on Linwood Avenue, -02:-22 12

and I told my neighbors, don't worry because I'm -02:-22 13

going to widen the road, I really don't have the -02:-22 14

ability to do that.  -02:-22 15

And so while it might be a good -02:-22 16

proposal and it might be something that assuming we -02:-22 17

do go forward that we want to work with you and sort -02:-22 18

of pick your brain on some of the suggestions.  It -02:-22 19

really is, I think, wrong and misleading to sort of -02:-22 20

base our decisions, our deliberations on these -02:-22 21

suggestions.  -02:-22 22

MR. OLIVO:  Well, just in response to -02:-22 23

that -- -02:-22 24

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  Sure. -02:-22 25
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MR. OLIVO:  What I'll said is that -02:-22 1

certainly the County and the Village have purview -02:-22 2

over what happens at this particular off-site -02:-22 3

intersection.  -02:-22 4

But in order for any improvements to be -02:-22 5

made, there needs to be a funding mechanism.  There -02:-22 6

needs to be someone that will actually construct the -02:-21 7

improvements and it's not uncommon in my experience -02:-21 8

as a traffic engineer when reviewing on-site patterns -02:-21 9

and site plans and things of this nature that there -02:-21 10

are improvements made to the adjacent roadway network -02:-21 11

that are in concert with the ideas of any -02:-21 12

jurisdictional agency that happens to maintain or -02:-21 13

operate those roadway systems.  -02:-21 14

The Village and the County can -02:-21 15

certainly discuss improvements, but if there is not -02:-21 16

capital available to construct those improvements -02:-21 17

they'll never happen.-02:-21 18

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  But I would suggest -- -02:-21 19

and I'm sorry to interrupt, but I would suggest that -02:-21 20

while Valley might be willing to put forward the -02:-21 21

capital nothing is going to happen unless the Village -02:-21 22

and the Count want it to happen.-02:-21 23

And, you know, here in the Village we -02:-21 24

have a process, you know, suggestions, -02:-21 25
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recommendations, go to our citizen safety advisory -02:-21 1

board.  Then they come to the Council.-02:-21 2

And if we want to anything, and even -02:-21 3

just putting up let's say one stop sign somewhere it -02:-21 4

takes as year and a day -- -02:-21 5

MR. OLIVO:  Sure.-02:-21 6

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  -- to review.-02:-21 7

So, again, I think they're good ideas.  -02:-21 8

And the partnership idea, you know, whether it's now -02:-21 9

or later, I think it makes perfect sense.-02:-20 10

But I think it's really important for -02:-20 11

this board to stay focused on some of the key points -02:-20 12

you raised in your analysis on traffic impact, on -02:-20 13

parking, on flow of, you know, the circulation of -02:-20 14

traffic within -- on the campus.  -02:-20 15

Those, to me, seem to be the key -02:-20 16

points.  The other ones are nice but they really -02:-20 17

shouldn't have any bearing, I would suggest, on our -02:-20 18

deliberations. -02:-20 19

MR. OLIVO:  Well, ultimately you are -02:-20 20

right, it requires an agreement between all of the -02:-20 21

entities involved in order for something like this, -02:-20 22

an off-site improvement to be constructed.-02:-20 23

So it requires willingness on all parts -02:-20 24

in order for it to happen.  So I understand the -02:-20 25
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point.  Certainly you've heard my testimony many an -02:-20 1

evening now and I continue to opine that the off site -02:-20 2

improvements are part and parcel of the application -02:-20 3

obviously. -02:-20 4

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  Thank you.  -02:-20 5

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Paul. -02:-20 6

MR. COLLINS:  You know I might just -02:-20 7

comment for record that in the past when these -02:-20 8

proposal have been offered the County has very -02:-20 9

aggressively stated the need for the improvement of -02:-19 10

this intersection.  So that's one of the parties that -02:-19 11

the Mayor refers to.  -02:-19 12

Valley owns three of those corner -02:-19 13

properties so that there would be no taking that the -02:-19 14

Village would get involved with to improve the -02:-19 15

Linwood/North Van Dien.-02:-19 16

Avenue so that leaves the concern smack -02:-19 17

tab in the heart of the Mayor and the Council and -02:-19 18

they would -- they could say we don't want it.  -02:-19 19

But the fact of the matter is that -02:-19 20

under those circumstances it might be a real question -02:-19 21

as to whether they would do that.  -02:-19 22

At any rate, that's something that you -02:-19 23

want.  We're a long way away from any proposal to do -02:-19 24

that and I'll get into that a little bit later in the -02:-19 25
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evening. -02:-19 1

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. -02:-19 2

Collins.-02:-19 3

Thank you, Mr. Olivo.  -02:-19 4

MR. COLLINS:  Thank you, Chuck.-02:-19 5

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  If there -02:-18 6

are no further questions at this time for Mr. Olivo.-02:-18 7

Thank you very much for your testimony. -02:-18 8

MR. OLIVO:  Thank you, Mr. Chairman. -02:-18 9

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Mr. Collins?  -02:-18 10

MR. COLLINS:  Mr. Chairman, before I -02:-18 11

call the next witness I have some housekeeping that I -02:-18 12

have to follow up on, and that is some additional -02:-18 13

exhibits which have already been provided by e-mail, -02:-18 14

but which I would like to move into evidence this -02:-18 15

evening.-02:-18 16

They are A-15, which is a collection of -02:-18 17

replacement and supplemental slides for A-12.  -02:-18 18

(Whereupon, a Collection of Replacement -02:-18 19

       and Supplemental Slides for A-12 is received -02:-18 20

       and marked as Exhibit A-15 for Evidence.) -02:-18 21

MR. COLLINS:  They are supplemental to -02:-18 22

the testimony and the exhibits offered by Steve -02:-18 23

Evers' expert testimony.  -02:-18 24

A-15A which was replacement slides for -02:-18 25
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Exhibit A-2, again, Evers' PowerPoint.  -02:-18 1

(Whereupon, Replacement Slides for -02:-18 2

       Exhibit A-2 of Evers' PowerPoint is received -02:-18 3

       and marked as Exhibit A-15A for Evidence.) -02:-18 4

MR. COLLINS:  A-15B which is additional -02:-17 5

appendix AA information.  -02:-17 6

(Whereupon, Additional Appendix AA -02:-17 7

       Information is received and marked as Exhibit -02:-17 8

       A-15B for Evidence.)  -02:-17 9

MR. COLLINS:  And A-18 which is our -02:-17 10

Geotech's Excavation Charts showing earth and rock -02:-17 11

quantities for two phases.  -02:-17 12

(Whereupon, Geotech Excavation Charts -02:-17 13

       are received and marked as Exhibit A-18    -02:-17 14

       for Evidence.)  -02:-17 15

MR. COLLINS:  These have already been -02:-17 16

e-mailed to Jane and you probably have seen them, but -02:-17 17

I want to move them formally now, if I may, into -02:-17 18

Evidence.  -02:-17 19

Let me just make sure I have them all -02:-17 20

for her. -02:-17 21

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Jane, you have -02:-17 22

copies that you can post of the website?  -02:-17 23

MS. WONDERGEM:  Yes.-02:-17 24

MR. COLLINS:  That done, may I call the -02:-17 25
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next witness?  -02:-16 1

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Yes, just a -02:-16 2

moment.-02:-16 3

Just for those of you in the public who -02:-16 4

are wondering what just occurred, during previous -02:-16 5

meetings added information was requested and this is -02:-16 6

just a follow up of that, so if you go to the Village -02:-16 7

website you'll see these new documents.  You'll be -02:-16 8

able to refer to specifics on-line.  And that should -02:-16 9

be a couple of days, Jane?  -02:-16 10

MS. WONDERGEM:  Yes. -02:-16 11

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  So give it a -02:-16 12

couple of days, that will be posted.-02:-16 13

Mr. Collins, thank you. -02:-16 14

MR. COLLINS:  Phil Centineo please?  -02:-16 15

MS. PRICE:  Can you raise your right -02:-16 16

hand?  Do you swear the testimony you're about to 17

give in connection with this matter is the truth, the 18

whole truth and nothing but the truth? 19

MR. CENTINEO:  I do.20

P H I L     C E N T I N E O, 21

    having been duly sworn, testifies as follows:  22

MS. PRICE:  Just state your full name, -02:-16 23

spell your last name and provide your business -02:-16 24

address please? -02:-16 25
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MR. CENTINEO:  My name is Phil -02:-16 1

Centineo.  And I work for Torcon.  -02:-16 2

My home office is in Red Bank, New -02:-15 3

Jersey. -02:-15 4

MS. PRICE:  Just spell your last name.  -02:-15 5

MR. CENTINEO:  Last name -02:-15 6

C-e-n-t-i-n-e-o. -02:-15 7

MS. PRICE:  And the address in Red -02:-15 8

Bank? -02:-15 9

MR. CENTINEO:  Is 328 Newman Springs -02:-15 10

Road. -02:-15 11

MS. PRICE:  Mr. Collins. -02:-15 12

DIRECT EXAMINATION-02:-15 13

MR. COLLINS: -02:-15 14

Mr. Centineo, what is your area of -02:-15 15 Q.

expertise?  -02:-15 16

We're going to have to share this mike.  -02:-15 17

All right?  -02:-15 18

Construction management.-02:-15 A.

And can you tell the Board what -02:-15 Q.

construction management is?-02:-15

Construction management is the -02:-15 A.

orchestration of the entire construction process.  -02:-15

Organizing and leading the project teams through the -02:-15

planning and construction process.  -02:-15
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Members of the team include the owner, -02:-15

design professionals, consultants, subcontractors and -02:-15

equipment vendors.  -02:-15

We're responsible for the planning and -02:-15

coordination and control of the project from -02:-15

inception to completion.  -02:-14

Our on-site staff includes managers, -02:-14

engineers, safety professionals and field -02:-14

supervisors.  Sometimes the construction manager uses -02:-14

his own forces to do trade work, but at other times -02:-14

the construction manager does not perform any of the -02:-14

trade work.  -02:-14

In both situations the construction -02:-14

manager is a hundred percent responsible for all the -02:-14

work on-site, the performance of the trades and -02:-14

enforcing all the work rules. -02:-14

How long have you worked in the field -02:-14 Q.

of construction management?-02:-14

I've worked in the field of -02:-14 A.

construction management for 28 years. -02:-14

Will you give the Board the benefit of -02:-14 Q.

your educational background? -02:-14

Yes.  I have a bachelor of science -02:-14 A.

degree in business administration from Montclair -02:-14

State.  I have received certification from the -02:-14
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American Society of Health Care Engineering in health -02:-14

care construction and infection control.-02:-14

And I've received certification from -02:-14

OSHA for their 30 hour outreach training program.-02:-13

And will you give the Board the benefit -02:-13 Q.

of your work experience? -02:-13

I've worked for 28 years as a -02:-13 A.

construction manager for Torcon. -02:-13

Well, tell the board a little bit about -02:-13 Q.

Torcon? -02:-13

Torcon is a privately held construction -02:-13 A.

services organization headquartered in Red Bank, New -02:-13

Jersey.  Established in 1965 as a general contractor, -02:-13

Torcon is ranked among the stop construction managers -02:-13

and general contractors in the United States -02:-13

according to Engineering News Record, the industry's -02:-13

leading publication.-02:-13

In addition Engineering News Record has -02:-13

selected Torcon as this year's top regional -02:-13

contractor.  -02:-13

Torcon has recorded more than $4 -02:-13

billion of construction in the past decade.  The vast -02:-13

majority of Torcon's work is within New Jersey with a -02:-13

wide variety of projects in the health care sector.  -02:-13

Will you tell the Board about Torcon's -02:-12 Q.
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safety record? -02:-12

Torcon's a participant in OSHA's -02:-12 A.

voluntary protection program mobile work force.-02:-12

The program includes management -02:-12

commitment and employee involvement, work site -02:-12

analysis, hazard prevention and control and safety -02:-12

and health training.  -02:-12

In 2012, Torcon, including its -02:-12

subcontractors' recordable accident rates were 75 -02:-12

percent below the national average and 60 percent -02:-12

below the national average for lost time accidents.-02:-12

To be considered as a viable -02:-12

subcontractor for our projects, Torcon reviews the -02:-12

subcontractor's OSHA 300 logs or their safety records -02:-12

over their last three years to determine if they meet -02:-12

pre-qualification criteria.  These pre-qualifications -02:-12

include Torcon's previous experience with -02:-12

subcontractors, review of the subcontractor safety -02:-11

program, and the training and safety performance of -02:-11

the subcontractor's supervisors.  -02:-11

Torcon has received safety awards and -02:-11

recognition from the Building Contractor's -02:-11

Association of New Jersey, the Associated General -02:-11

Contractor of the United States, and the New Jersey -02:-11

Industrial Safety Committee.  -02:-11
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Torcon has also received New Jersey -02:-11

Governor's safety award for the last seven years -02:-11

running at The Valley Hospital.  -02:-11

How many health care projects has -02:-11 Q.

Torcon worked on for The Valley Hospital? -02:-11

Torcon has managed over 200 projects -02:-11 A.

for the Valley Hospital over the course of nearly -02:-11

20 years.-02:-11

And how many of those health care -02:-11 Q.

projects have you worked on while working for Torcon?-02:-11

In the 11 years that I have worked here -02:-11 A.

at The Valley Hospital I have been involved in over -02:-11

100 projects. -02:-11

Are you currently on any of The Valley -02:-11 Q.

Hospital health care projects?  And, if so, would you -02:-10

tell the Board what they are? -02:-10

Yes, projects which are in various -02:-10 A.

stages of construction include the restoration of the -02:-10

Linwood garage, the Bergen building ED screen walls, -02:-10

the Bergen building lower Level CPD car washer.  And -02:-10

the Phillips II pediatric renovation project.-02:-10

Can you identify and tell the Board -02:-10 Q.

something about any projects that you've worked on -02:-10

which have similarities to the 2013 Master Plan -02:-10

Amendment project? -02:-10
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Yes, I can.  -02:-10 A.

Two more projects which I believe are -02:-10

similar that I worked on are at the Livingston and -02:-10

Nanuet malls which included regular interface with -02:-10

the public to ensure safety; creating maintaining -02:-10

vehicular construction traffic; as well as pedestrian -02:-10

access and passageways were critical components to -02:-10

the project.  -02:-10

The scope of the work included -02:-10

renovation of concourses and common areas of the mall -02:-10

while remaining open for us that at all time.-02:-09

Another similar type project was at the -02:-09

Clara Maas Medical Center in Bellville which was a -02:-09

multi-phased renovation project which included -02:-09

constructing new operating rooms adjacent to existing -02:-09

operating rooms, and a recovery suite, a new -02:-09

endoscopy suite and creation of a pediatrics -02:-09

emergency department.  Maintaining hospital -02:-09

operations was a priority have above all else.  -02:-09

Finally, another similar project, I was -02:-09

involved with, was the Jose Marti Middle School in -02:-09

Union City which required deep excavations, earth -02:-09

retention and rock removal.  -02:-09

The school was in close proximity to a -02:-09

church and private residences. -02:-09
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MR. COLLINS:  I ask the Board at this -02:-09

time to accept Mr. Centineo as an expert in the field -02:-09

of construction management.  -02:-09

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. -02:-09

Collins.-02:-09

Are there any questions with regard to -02:-08

Mr. Centineo's qualifications at this time?  -02:-08

(NO RESPONSE.)-02:-08

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  We accept -- -02:-08

MR. COLLINS:  Thank you.-02:-08

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  -- him as a -02:-08

witness.-02:-08

MR. COLLINS:  At this time I would like -02:-08

to over into Evidence both a CD of the forthcoming -02:-08

presentation by Mr. Centineo and also a paper copy.  -02:-08

They would be marked as A-19.  -02:-08

(Whereupon, Torcon PowerPoint is   -02:-08

       received and marked as Exhibit A-19 for    -02:-08

       Evidence.) -02:-08

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. -02:-08

Collins.-02:-08

Ladies and gentlemen, this will also be -02:-08

posted on the website within a day or two.-02:-08

For those of you who haven't, there are -02:-08

hard copies on the stage, you're welcome to take a -02:-08
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copy if you like.  Please share if there aren't -02:-08

enough to go around. -02:-08

MR. COLLINS:  Before we start the -02:-08

presentation, I want to take a moment to give the -02:-08

Board my idea of what this testimony is going to be -02:-08

mean in the overall project and presentation.-02:-08

In my mind, this is the first -02:-08

presentation that is based on a lot of estimates.-02:-07

Certainly, he has the experience to -02:-07

testify as to matters that have gone on in the past -02:-07

and he has the experience to base his testimony on an -02:-07

analysis of what the future will hold, if we ever get -02:-07

to that point.  -02:-07

But that's a point that I wanted to -02:-07

make tonight to the Board.  And that's a point that I -02:-07

think you alluded to earlier or maybe it was Blais.-02:-07

Before we can get to a real hard feel -02:-07

and justification for some of Phil's conclusions we -02:-07

have to go through your analysis of whether this -02:-07

project is worthwhile in its present form.  -02:-07

We then have to go to the Mayor and -02:-07

Council, present them with an ordinance that would -02:-07

implement our program, then file a site plan -02:-06

application, and finally after the site plan -02:-06

application, if it were all approved, enter into a -02:-06
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developer's agreement.  -02:-06

Now, each of those hurdles, that is the -02:-06

site plan and the developer's agreement could contain -02:-06

conditions that may change everything that we're -02:-06

talking about tonight or modify them in some way, -02:-06

shape or form.-02:-06

I don't mean to say that this is -02:-06

unimportant, I believe it is important.  And Phil -02:-06

does.  And the Hospital does.-02:-06

But I wish you keep in mind the fact -02:-06

that if we get to the site plan and if we get to the -02:-06

developer's agreement you're going to be a partner -02:-06

with us in terms of developing the right way to move -02:-06

this project forward.  -02:-06

With that in mind, I would like Mr. -02:-06

Centineo to start his presentation.  -02:-06

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Yes. -02:-06

MR. CENTINEO:  Mr. Chairman, members of -02:-06

the Planning Board maybe you want to be seated in the -02:-05

audience?  -02:-05

MR. COLLINS:  They have it.-02:-05

MR. CENTINEO:  Or you have it?  -02:-05

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  We have hard -02:-05

copies -- -02:-05

MR. CENTINEO:  You're okay.-02:-05
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CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  So if you don't -02:-05

mind just referencing the slide number.-02:-05

MR. CENTINEO:  Sure.-02:-05

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  As you begin each -02:-05

page so that we follow you accordingly. -02:-05

MR. CENTINEO:  Okay.  -02:-05

We'll start here with slice two.-02:-05

You'll see in slide two we have the -02:-05

overall construction schedule for Phase I, which has -02:-05

a six-year duration.  And it shows the various stages -02:-05

of construction.  I'll review each one of these -02:-05

stages as we move through the presentation.  -02:-05

It's important to note that the -02:-05

construction project includes two-and-a-half years of -02:-05

interior construction, which represents 45 percent of -02:-05

the overall project duration.  -02:-05

As illustrated in blue, you'll see up -02:-05

on the screen, the blue represents outdoor -02:-05

construction, the gold color represents indoor -02:-05

construction.  The first item -- the first item on -02:-05

the scheduled is the North buildings enabling.  -02:-04

The North building enabling work takes -02:-04

place over a period of six months.  The activities -02:-04

include:  Road improvements and upgrades; off-site -02:-04

parking and busing of construction workers; securing -02:-04
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sewers of the site; initial underground utility work; -02:-04

and the dismantling of the existing underground North -02:-04

garage. -02:-04

Over the course of the next 15 months, -02:-04

the North building, the Boiler and Central plants -02:-04

will be excavated and foundations set, and exterior -02:-04

or building shell work.  -02:-04

The temporary hospital entrance is -02:-04

another activity you'll see up there, it's the third -02:-04

item down.  That temporary entrance will go in place, -02:-04

and following that, that will allow us to construct -02:-04

the atrium and West building basement, and that will -02:-03

get into the excavation and foundation and exterior -02:-03

work of -- of those buildings.  -02:-03

As you'll see along the bottom of the -02:-03

schedule, we are outdoors for a period of 21 months -02:-03

for these initial stages.  This is visible to the -02:-03

public.  -02:-03

Over the course of the next 26 months, -02:-03

the Boiler and Central plant interior work will take -02:-03

place; the North building interior fit out; the -02:-03

atrium fit out; and the Cheel and Bergen building -02:-03

renovations.  During this period we're indoors, which -02:-03

will be less visible to the public.  -02:-03

Over the next 19 months exterior -02:-03
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construction will take place.  This will include the -02:-03

Phillips building dismantling, which will occur over -02:-03

a five-month period.  -02:-02

In addition to that, the Phillips -02:-02

parking structure will have excavation, foundation -02:-02

and exterior work take place over the course of -02:-02

14 months.  During this period we'll be outside.  And -02:-02

this work will be visible to the public.  -02:-02

We go back indoors for the final six -02:-02

months of the project for Phase I to perform interior -02:-02

construction of the Phillips garage.  -02:-02

Now I'll refer you to slide three.-02:-02

And slide three is used just to get -02:-02

everybody oriented with the buildings on the site.-02:-02

To the north is the Cheel building.  To -02:-02

the south is the Phillips building.  The Bergen -02:-02

building is in between.  To the west of the site is -02:-02

North Van Dien Avenue.  To the east is Stielen -02:-02

Avenue.  To the south is Linwood Avenue.  And to the -02:-02

north is the Benjamin Franklin Middle School.  -02:-01

I'll use slide four to discuss and -02:-01

illustrate the steps of the project and to describe -02:-01

the approach to construction.  -02:-01

A few minutes ago you heard me go -02:-01

through the various steps and timeframes of the -02:-01
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project.  Now I'll give you a little bit more detail -02:-01

and we'll use this illustration as a guide.-02:-01

It's important to note that prior to -02:-01

any construction taking place on the site, the -02:-01

following will be established:  Offset parking and -02:-01

busing of construction workers; development of a site -02:-01

specific safety program which includes a wide variety -02:-01

of topics, this includes contractor screening and -02:-01

background checking; traffic pattern to be followed -02:-01

including how workers will enter and leave the site -02:-01

through designated points only.  Contractor parking -02:-01

will not be permitted on Village streets.  An -02:00

implementation of a worker identification badge -02:00

system.  The first six months of the project involve -02:00

several important steps we must take to enable us oh -02:00

move into construction of the North building, Central -02:00

plant and Boiler plant, these include the road -02:00

improvements along Linwood Avenue.  -02:00

In addition to that, in the lavender -02:00

color, to the east side of is side you'll see this -02:00

line represents (indicating) the underground -02:00

electrical utility work that has to be installed.  -02:00

In addition to that, in light red -02:00

(indicating), this represents the storm management -02:00

system that has to be relocated, goes along the east -02:00
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side of the property, up to the north and then back -02:00

into Meadowbrook.  -02:00

You'll also see here indicated that we -01:-59

-- we secure the site with fencing as noted in red -01:-59

here (indicating) along with a gated entrance and -01:-59

signage will be in place.  -01:-59

There will be a sliding gated entrance -01:-59

and exit as you enter and leave the site at this -01:-59

location (indicating).  -01:-59

There'll be a stone pad where mud can -01:-59

be removed from tires as construction vehicles leave -01:-59

the site.  A wheel wash down station will also be -01:-59

included so construction vehicle tires can be cleaned -01:-59

in this location (indicating).  -01:-59

These measures, along with street -01:-59

sweeping, will be included to keep the Village -01:-59

streets clean.  -01:-59

The blue line, as represented up here -01:-58

(indicating), to west side of North Van Dien Avenue, -01:-58

represents our proposed relocation of the pedestrian -01:-58

and school children traveling to and from school.  -01:-58

We feel that putting pedestrians on the -01:-58

west side of North Van Dien will assure their safety.  -01:-58

We'll implement the use of crosswalks and crossing -01:-58

guards.  And we'll have signage along this route -01:-58
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(indicating).  -01:-58

I can't overstate the importance to the -01:-58

project of keeping the school children safe at all -01:-58

times.  -01:-58

We'll also establish truck travel -01:-58

routes, entry and exit to the site will be away from -01:-58

the intersection of North Van Dien and Linwood -01:-58

Avenue.  -01:-58

Slide five was used to illustrate the -01:-57

construction truck travel routes.  As indicated in -01:-57

blue, you'll see our primary truck travel route into -01:-57

the site via Route 17, traveling east on -- west on -01:-57

East Glen.  South on North Van Dien and into the -01:-57

site.  The reverse is true for trucks leaving the -01:-57

site.  -01:-57

Our secondary truck route is indicated -01:-57

in yellow.  And you'll see here coming into the site -01:-57

at this point (indicating) and then doing east on -01:-57

Linwood Avenue and back out to Route 17.-01:-57

The route that's indicated in blue was -01:-57

the same route that was used with the 1997 -01:-57

developer's agreement which was related to the -01:-57

addition of the Bergen County fourth floor, the Cheel -01:-57

building MRI and the North garage.  This route can be -01:-57

used effectively for this project.  -01:-56
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Again, I want to emphasize that the -01:-56

safety and wellbeing of the school children is of -01:-56

primary importance trucking will not be permitted -01:-56

during school drop-off and pick-up timeframes.  -01:-56

The secondary truck route that I -01:-56

mentioned earlier will be needed during interior -01:-56

construction phase of the project.  The use of the -01:-56

new North building loading dock will be implemented.-01:-56

And at this point in the project a -01:-56

20-foot high screen wall will have been constructed -01:-56

along the easterly side of the site.  -01:-56

It is important to note that any truck -01:-56

route would be spelled out in a future developer's -01:-56

agreement.  -01:-56

Referring to slide six, I'm using this -01:-56

slide to show you the next step in the enabling work -01:-56

as you'll see outlined here (indicating) up on the -01:-55

screen is the footprint of the existing North garage.  -01:-55

We'll take a systematic approach to dismantling the -01:-55

underground structure.-01:-55

And we'll follow the structural -01:-55

engineer's recommendation regarding the means and -01:-55

methods to dismantling.  Water misting for dust -01:-55

control will be implemented and street sweeping will -01:-55

be done on a regular basis.-01:-55
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And this point we've completed the -01:-55

enabling work and we're prepared to move into the -01:-55

next stages of the project.  -01:-55

Slide seven is referenced to show where -01:-55

you where we are in the schedule.  -01:-55

Over the course of the next 15 months, -01:-55

as you'll see here exterior construction will take -01:-55

place.  It will be compromised of the North building, -01:-55

Boiler and Central plant exterior shell construction.  -01:-54

The construction of a temporary -01:-54

hospital entrance and the construction of the atrium -01:-54

and the West building basement.  -01:-54

In slide eight I'll point out how we -01:-54

have moved into the build out of the new structures.  -01:-54

As you'll see illustrated in brown (indicating) up -01:-54

here on the screen.  We'll have a wide entry and exit -01:-54

ramp to the site.-01:-54

Trucks will enter and leave the site -01:-54

through this point and be able to make a turnaround -01:-54

within the site itself without the need to back up on -01:-54

Village streets. -01:-54

Over the first several months of this -01:-54

phase of construction, bulk excavation will take -01:-54

place and proceed from east to west.  -01:-54

Slide nine shows how the temporary -01:-53
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hospital entrance will be developed.  As the North -01:-53

building's foundations advance to the west, the -01:-53

temporary hospital entrance on the west side of the -01:-53

Bergen building will be developed.  And you'll see it -01:-53

here (indicating).  This is necessary to allow for -01:-53

the relocation of the existing Cheel lobby and -01:-53

hospital entrance.  -01:-53

We will secure the site similar to as I -01:-53

had described earlier.  The red line indicating the -01:-53

fencing around the perimeter of the site area -01:-53

(indicating).  We'll have a gated entrance at this -01:-53

point (indicating).  The blue, again, I can't -01:-53

overstate that this route we're proposing will be in -01:-53

place for the full six years of the project to ensure -01:-52

the safety and well-being of the public and the -01:-52

school children.  -01:-52

Entry and exiting to the site would be -01:-52

away from the intersection of North Van Dien Avenue -01:-52

and Linwood Avenue.  -01:-52

Referring to slide ten, once the -01:-52

temporary hospital entrance is activated the atrium -01:-52

the West building basement, to the west side of -01:-52

Cheel, can be developed.  You'll see here -01:-52

(indicating).  -01:-52

Once again we'll secure the site.  The -01:-52
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red line, as I indicated along here (indicating) will -01:-52

be extended to secure the site around the West -01:-52

building and the atrium.  Here again signage will be -01:-52

extended as well.  -01:-52

As excavation and foundation work is -01:-52

being completed the North building, Boiler building -01:-52

and atrium or exterior -- exterior shell, will be -01:-51

constructed.  -01:-51

In slide 11 you'll see we're moving -01:-51

into the interior fit out of the North building -01:-51

atrium and the interior renovations of the Cheel and -01:-51

Bergen buildings.  This period of indoor construction -01:-51

is over the course of 26 months.  -01:-51

I refer you to slide 12.  As you heard -01:-51

me say, earlier during interior fit out of the North -01:-51

building, the new loading dock which will be located -01:-51

in this area (indicating), will be used for delivery -01:-51

of building materials to the site.  -01:-51

The 20-foot high screen wall along the -01:-51

easterly side of the site, and the loading dock, will -01:-50

be in place.  The path of travel for deliveries of -01:-50

building materials to the North building will be via -01:-50

North Van Dien Avenue or Linwood Avenue.  -01:-50

Refer to slide 13.  At the end of year -01:-50

3 of the construction, patient care areas from the -01:-50
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Phillips building will have moved to the North -01:-50

building.  -01:-50

In addition redistribution of clinical -01:-50

areas to the North building will free up space in the -01:-50

Cheel and Bergen building for renovations.  Several -01:-50

of these renovations within the Cheel and Bergen -01:-50

buildings are necessary for the remaining spaces of -01:-50

the Phillips building to be vacated.  And this will -01:-50

occur over a period of 11 months. -01:-50

As we approach the end of year four, -01:-50

the Phillips building will be vacated and available -01:-49

for dismantling.  -01:-49

So as I said earlier the entire -01:-49

duration for the Cheel and Bergen building -01:-49

renovations is 25 months.  But the 11 months here is -01:-49

critical to us getting started with the building -01:-49

dismantling -- the Phillips building rather.  -01:-49

Slide 14.  Slide 14 illustrates the -01:-49

Phillips building dismantling.  It's important to -01:-49

note that a carefully laid out plan for the -01:-49

dismantling procedures will be in place prior to any -01:-49

work.  This plan will include the environmental -01:-49

consultant's guidelines and procedures to be -01:-49

followed.  We'll secure the site.  At this point the -01:-49

permanent hospital entrance has been established at -01:-49
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the atrium area.  The work zone, again, will be -01:-49

secured with fencing along the perimeter of the work -01:-48

area and appropriate signage in place, as you'll see -01:-48

here (indicating).  -01:-48

A sliding gated entrance will be in -01:-48

place at both access points into the site.  -01:-48

Here (indicating) on the westerly end -01:-48

and here on the easterly end of the site.  -01:-48

Again, a sliding gated entrance will be -01:-48

in place, a stone tracking pad and wheel wash -01:-48

station, as I mentioned earlier, will be in place at -01:-48

both ends of the site.  This will keep mud and debris -01:-48

off of the Village streets.  -01:-48

Again the re-routing of the pedestrian -01:-48

and child traffic -- children traffic going to and -01:-48

from school is still the place along North Van Dien -01:-48

on the west side.  -01:-47

The Phillips building will be carefully -01:-47

dismantled over a five month period.  Scaffolding an -01:-47

netting will be used to contain activities and -01:-47

protect the surrounding area.  A systematic approach -01:-47

to dismantling the Phillips building will be taken.-01:-47

Here again we'll follow the structural -01:-47

engineer's recommendations for -- regarding the means -01:-47

and methods to dismantle the structure.  -01:-47
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Water misting for dust control will be -01:-47

implemented.  And street sweeping will be done on a -01:-47

regular basis.  -01:-47

Interior dismantling procedures will -01:-47

progress first with debris being brought to the lower -01:-47

floors and carted off site in covered containers.  -01:-47

Methods and controls will be established to control -01:-47

dust from going outside the building or from getting -01:-47

into the hospital.  Entry and exit to the site will -01:-47

be away from the intersection of North Van Dien and -01:-47

Linwood Avenue.  -01:-46

In slide 15, you'll see that the -01:-46

construction truck travel routes are adjusted with -01:-46

the dismantling of the Phillips building and -01:-46

construction of the Phillips garage.  -01:-46

The path of construction traffic will -01:-46

be similar to as I had described to you earlier, away -01:-46

from the site traveling north on North Van Dien, east -01:-46

on East Glen, and out to Route 17.  -01:-46

The reverse is true for trucks entering -01:-46

the site.  -01:-46

And again, as a secondary path of -01:-46

travel for trucks, construction vehicles will be -01:-46

coming out of the site and traveling eastbound on -01:-46

Linwood Avenue to Route 17.  -01:-46
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Of course the reverse is true for truck -01:-46

trucks coming into the site.  -01:-46

No construction trucking will take -01:-46

place during periods of school opening and closing.-01:-45

Slide 17, upon completion -- excuse me -01:-45

-- slide 16.  I'm sorry.  Slide 16, upon completion -01:-45

of the dismantling of the Phillips building, the -01:-45

Phillips garage construction will take place.  -01:-45

Excavation, foundation concrete, precast concrete and -01:-45

exterior facade work will occur over the course of 14 -01:-45

months.  -01:-45

As you'll see illustrated here again we -01:-45

have the wide gated entrance and ramp along with the -01:-45

stone pad and the we'll wash station at either end of -01:-45

the site.  -01:-45

Construction trucks will be able to -01:-45

make the turn around within the site, itself and will -01:-45

-- and no backing up on Village streets will occur.-01:-45

In the final six months of Phase I the -01:-44

garage interiors and other tail end construction -01:-44

activities will occur.  -01:-44

Now I'll refer you to slide 17.  Slide -01:-44

17 is used in response for the request for Phase II -01:-44

scheduling.  What follows is in response to the -01:-44

conceptual information received similar to how we -01:-44
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portrayed and evaluated Phase I, you'll see that the -01:-44

overall schedule is approximately three years and -01:-44

nine months.  -01:-44

Here, again, you'll see the periods of -01:-44

outdoor and indoor construction.  -01:-44

The blue representing outdoor -01:-44

construction.  The gold representing indoor -01:-44

construction (indicating).  -01:-44

The first stage of the project involves -01:-44

the West building enabling.  This will occur over a -01:-43

period of six months.  We have allocated this time -01:-43

for the relocation of the hospital entrance, securing -01:-43

the site and establishing truck traffic patterns.-01:-43

The next stage will include an eight -01:-43

month period of exterior construction with the West -01:-43

building.  -01:-43

As you'll see along the bottom of the -01:-43

schedule again, we've indicated that there's a period -01:-43

of 14 months representing outdoor construction during -01:-43

this initial stage.  This will be visible to the -01:-43

public.  -01:-43

Then we move into interior construction -01:-43

of the West building.  This will occur over the -01:-43

course of six months.  This will be less visible to -01:-43

the public.  -01:-43
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Exterior construction will take place -01:-43

off the course of 19-month.  The Phillips building -01:-43

will be dismantled over a seven month period.  The -01:-43

South building excavation, foundation concrete and -01:-42

exterior shell will be constructed over a 12 month -01:-42

period.  -01:-42

During this period we'll be outdoors, -01:-42

which will be visible to the public.  -01:-42

We go back indoors for the final six -01:-42

months of the project to perform interior -01:-42

construction of the South building.  -01:-42

Slide 18.  Slide 18 shows how the -01:-42

temporary hospital entrance will be redeveloped as it -01:-42

was used in Phase I.  This is necessary to allow for -01:-42

the relocation of the atrium and hospital entrance to -01:-42

this location. -01:-42

Again, as indicated in red we'll have -01:-42

fencing and appropriate signage and a wide gated -01:-42

entrance at this location.  -01:-42

We'll implement the use and the concept -01:-41

of our proposed plan to relocate pedestrian traffic -01:-41

to the west side of North Van Dien Avenue.  -01:-41

Entry and exit to this site will be -01:-41

away from the intersection of North Van Dien and -01:-41

Linwood Avenue.  -01:-41
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Now I'll refer you to Slide 19.  The -01:-41

kinds of things that would be important in Phase II -01:-41

are no different than those we cited earlier for -01:-41

Phase I.  -01:-41

As you'll recall, I describe how the -01:-41

West building basement was constructed in Phase I.  -01:-41

Once the temporary entrance is activated, the West -01:-41

building construction can commence.  -01:-41

Again, we'll secure the site, as -01:-41

indicated in red here (indicating), with fencing and -01:-41

signage.  You'll see the stone pad along with a wheel -01:-41

wash station at this location also (indicating).  -01:-40

And I'm going to say it again, but -01:-40

we're relocating people and we're most concerned -01:-40

about the safety and wellbeing of the school children -01:-40

and the pedestrians and we want to move them to the -01:-40

west side of North Van Dien.  -01:-40

Creating a wide gated entrance will -01:-40

allow for trucks to enter and leave the site and be -01:-40

able to make a turn around within the site itself and -01:-40

not back up on Village streets.  -01:-40

Slide 20.  Slide 20 shows the -01:-40

construction truck traffic routes for Phase II during -01:-40

construction of the West building.  Here, again, the -01:-40

primary entry and exit point to the site will be via -01:-40
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North Van Dien to East Glen and out to Route 17.  The -01:-40

reverse being true for trucks entering the site.  -01:-39

In yellow you'll see us traveling along -01:-39

Linwood Avenue out of the site and the reverse is -01:-39

true for trucks coming into the site.  -01:-39

And, again, no trucking will be done -01:-39

during periods of school opening and closing.  -01:-39

Slide 21.  I'm bringing back slide 21 -01:-39

to show you where we are in the construction schedule -01:-39

as we move to the next stages of the process.  -01:-39

Upon completion of the West building, -01:-39

you'll see here (indicating) various departments -01:-39

within the Bergen building will be moved and the -01:-39

Bergen building will become available for -01:-39

dismantling.  The dismantling will occur over a seven -01:-39

month period.  -01:-39

Slide 22.  Slide 22 shows the -01:-38

dismantling of the Bergen building, the work zone to -01:-38

be secured, as you'll see here in red with fencing -01:-38

and signage.  They'll be wide gated entrance and exit -01:-38

points on the easterly end and the westerly end of -01:-38

the sites.  -01:-38

A wheel wash station to clean truck -01:-38

tires and a tracking pad at either end to keep mud -01:-38

off the Village streets will be implemented.  -01:-38
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Again, we'll maintain throughout the -01:-38

course of the construction the rerouting of -01:-38

pedestrian traffic to the west side of North Van Dien -01:-38

Avenue.  -01:-38

Slide 23, the construction truck travel -01:-38

routes are adjusted with this dismantling of the -01:-38

Bergen building and the construction of the South -01:-38

buildings.  -01:-38

Once again you'll see a slight move -01:-37

here (indicating).  This is just to illustrate how -01:-37

traffic had changed coming into and out of the site.-01:-37

And, again, no construction trucking -01:-37

during school opening and closing will be permitted.-01:-37

I refer you the slide 24.  Upon -01:-37

completion of the Bergen building dismantling -01:-37

excavation, foundation concrete and exterior shell -01:-37

work will occur over the course of the 12-month -01:-37

period to construct the South building.-01:-37

In the final six months of the project -01:-37

the interior fit out of the South building and other -01:-37

tail end construction activities will occur.  -01:-37

This concludes my PowerPoint -01:-37

presentation for this evening.-01:-37

BY MR. COLLINS:-01:-37

Now, Mr. Centineo, in a couple of -01:-37 Q.
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instances you referred to the 20-foot screen wall -01:-37

along the eastern boundary line, that doesn't extend -01:-37

to the full length of the property, does it?-01:-36

That's correct.  It's only in the area -01:-36 A.

of the loading dock. -01:-36

I have two more questions that I would -01:-36 Q.

like you to consider and they take a little time.-01:-36

How much debris will be generated from -01:-36

the dismantling of the North garage, the Phillips -01:-36

building and the Bergen building.  And how truckloads -01:-36

of debris will be generated and trucked off the site -01:-36

for each of the dismantled buildings?  -01:-36

The North underground parking structure -01:-36 A.

is 73,000 square feet -- 73,500 square foot structure -01:-36

and will require approximately 160 loads of material -01:-36

to be carted off-site.  Dismantling to occur over a -01:-36

period of two months.  -01:-36

The Phillips building is approximately -01:-35

131,000 square feet.  And will require approximately -01:-35

350 load of material to be carted off site.  -01:-35

Dismantling will occur over a five month period.  -01:-35

The Bergen building is approximately -01:-35

215,000 square feet and will require a total of -01:-35

approximately 450 loads of material to be carted -01:-35

away, dismantling to occur over a six month period.-01:-35
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A combination of 30-yard dumpster -01:-35

containers for removal of general debris and 20 yard -01:-35

dumpster containers for masonry and concrete will be -01:-35

used.-01:-35

Aside from the trucks involved in -01:-35 Q.

carting away excavated materials which Moustafa Gouda -01:-35

described to the Board, and aside from the trucks -01:-35

involved in carting away the debris you just -01:-35

described, how many other trucks will be operating on -01:-35

this site.  -01:-35

For foundation concrete work in Phase I -01:-35 A.

and average of two to four construction delivery -01:-34

trucks per hour will be needed.  -01:-34

During construction of the buildings -01:-34

envelope or shell, deliveries for steel, masonry and -01:-34

other exterior construction materials will occur.  -01:-34

Approximately two to four trailer type trucks per -01:-34

hour will be averaged. -01:-34

During interior construction -01:-34

approximately one to two trucking deliveries per hour -01:-34

will occur.  -01:-34

These delivery trucks will vary in size -01:-34

from small vans the tractor trailer type vehicles.-01:-34

During the building construction -01:-34

process, there will be a need for debris to be -01:-34
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removed from the site, 30-yard dumpster containers -01:-34

will be utilized.  Approximately one to two dumpsters -01:-34

per day will be needed during the construction of the -01:-34

building envelope or shell and interior fit out -01:-34

process.  -01:-34

And one more time, I'm going to stress -01:-33

that no trucking during school drop-off and pick-up -01:-33

will be permitted.  All construction vehicles to be -01:-33

parked off-site and busses accordingly.  -01:-33

MR. COLLINS:  I have no further -01:-33

questions of Mr. Centineo, Mr. Chairman.-01:-33

I offer him to the Board for the -01:-33

Board's questions. -01:-33

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. -01:-33

Collins. -01:-33

Yes, please?-01:-33

MS. PRICE:  Before we even start, Mr. -01:-33

Centineo, can you go through those last set of -01:-33

numbers again, the last set.  The question was how -01:-33

many additional trucks.  And you started two to four -01:-33

per hour.  Just go through that testimony again, if -01:-33

you don't mind.  I just want to make sure I have it -01:-33

down.  -01:-33

MR. CENTINEO:  No problem.  For -01:-33

foundation concrete work in Phase I an average of two -01:-33
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to four concrete delivery trucks per hour will be -01:-33

needed. -01:-33

During the buildings construction of -01:-33

the building envelope or shell, we'll have two to -01:-33

four trailer type trucks per hour averaged. -01:-32

MS. PRICE:  Okay.  -01:-32

MR. CENTINEO:  During interior -01:-32

construction approximately one to two trucking -01:-32

deliveries per hour will occur.  -01:-32

And during the buildings construction -01:-32

process we'll remove debris from the site using 30 -01:-32

yard dumpster containers, approximately one to two -01:-32

per day will be needed during the building envelope -01:-32

or shell and interior fit out process.  -01:-32

MS. PRICE:  Thank you.-01:-32

And can I just ask a question before?  -01:-32

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Yes.-01:-32

MS. PRICE:  Can I just ask a question -01:-32

before we go any further.  I just want to get these -01:-32

numbers down.-01:-32

You said that you wouldn't have any -01:-32

trucking running during school drop-off in the -01:-32

morning or pick-up in the afternoon.  So if you -01:-31

exclude that timeframe, can you just give me an -01:-31

average workday in terms of number of hours that -01:-31
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we're talking about, so we can then do the math on -01:-31

the trucks so we can get there -- if you're excluding -01:-31

-- what's the timeframe that you're excluding in the -01:-31

morning?  -01:-31

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, that -- that -- -01:-31

that will be determined, but our understanding is -01:-31

that we'll be permitted to truck between the hours of -01:-31

8:30 a.m. 2:30 p.m. or a six hour window. -01:-31

MS. PRICE:  So a six hour window so you -01:-31

would be not doing any trucking prior to 8:30 or -01:-31

after 2:30?-01:-31

MR. CENTINEO:  That's correct.-01:-31

Not during times when the children are -01:-31

going to school or leaving school in the afternoon. -01:-31

MS. PRICE:  So if we were in Phase I on -01:-31

the foundation and concrete reference that you just -01:-31

gave, and you utilized your high end of four per hour -01:-31

on a six hour maximum trucking -- six hour maximum -01:-30

day you would b talking about 24 trucks. -01:-30

MR. CENTINEO:  That's correct. -01:-30

MS. PRICE:  Okay.  And that would run -01:-30

the same then on the building envelope and shell, 24?  -01:-30

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes, I think it's -01:-30

important to note too that when school is in session -01:-30

where there's a special event of some kind, we'll be -01:-30
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mindful and truck only when, you know, during off -01:-30

school hours.  However when school's out of session -01:-30

we would truck beyond those hours, obviously. -01:-30

MS. PRICE:  That's fine.-01:-30

MR. CENTINEO:  Yeah.-01:-30

MS. PRICE:  I'm trying to get the -01:-30

school time hours so that we know what the maximum -01:-30

number -- because the question -- everyone's going to -01:-30

have the question so if we can get the numbers up -01:-30

front I think it will be helpful. -01:-30

MR. CENTINEO:  Uh-huh. -01:-30

MS. PRICE:  So 24, 24 and then the -01:-30

interior work would be 12?  -01:-30

MR. CENTINEO:  Correct.  -01:-29

MS. PRICE:  Okay.  -01:-29

And that is in addition to the -01:-29

excavation with the 160 loads, the 350 loads and the -01:-29

450 loads for the dismantling for the various -01:-29

buildings. -01:-29

MR. CENTINEO:  That's correct. -01:-29

MR. COLLINS:  That prompts me to ask a -01:-29

question for clarification.  -01:-29

Would you tell the Board what period of -01:-29

time the concrete removal will take?  -01:-29

MALE AUDIENCE MEMBER:  Concrete -01:-29
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pouring. -01:-29

MR. COLLINS:  I'm sorry.  The concrete -01:-29

pouring trucks.  I'm thinking about excavation. -01:-29

MR. CENTINEO:  There will be a period -01:-29

of -- in months nine through 12, we'll be pouring -01:-29

concrete, replacing concrete.  Also -- actually it's -01:-28

nine through 12 and it's also 12 through 15.-01:-28

Some during those periods of time we'll -01:-28

be putting in foundation concrete.  -01:-28

MR. COLLINS:  Total of six months? -01:-28

MR. CENTINEO:  In a total of six -01:-28

months.  That's for foundation concrete. -01:-28

MR. COLLINS:  That's what I meant.  I'm -01:-28

sorry.  -01:-28

MS. PRICE:  That's covered in example -01:-28

number one that you gave, correct?  -01:-28

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes. -01:-28

MR. COLLINS:  Yes. -01:-28

MS. PRICE:  Okay.  Thank you. -01:-28

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Gail.-01:-28

Any questions from the board?-01:-28

MR. REILLY:  No.-01:-28

MS. DOCKRAY:  Yes.-01:-28

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Rich, you want to -01:-28

start?  -01:-28
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VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Yes, sure.-01:-28

You went through estimates for the -01:-28

trucks, did you construct any chart for that?  I -01:-28

think it would be helpful to lay it out cause to just -01:-27

talk about it in the abstract is kind of difficult.  -01:-27

I mean if you're charting it out with a time line it -01:-27

would be helpful to have a similar chart for truck -01:-27

activity. -01:-27

MR. COLLINS:  We certainly can do that -01:-27

and provide it to that Board at some future date, -01:-27

based upon what we have this evening it was just a -01:-27

matter of oral presentation. -01:-27

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Sure.  Okay.  And -01:-27

have you had similar projects by a school of this -01:-27

size?  -01:-27

MR. CENTINEO:  Could you repeat -- -01:-27

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  You mentioned -01:-27

certain similar projects.-01:-27

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes.-01:-27

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  And, you know, the -01:-27

certain mass for it, have you had projects of this -01:-27

site next to a school? -01:-27

MR. CENTINEO:  Personally, no, not -- -01:-27

not me.  -01:-27

However Torcon has done a large number -01:-27
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of projects and I will not be the only one on the -01:-27

site there'll be many, you know, other individuals as -01:-26

I mentioned, safety officers and supervisors who may -01:-26

have had that type of exposure.  I have -- my -01:-26

experience, as I noted, the similarly with the Jose -01:-26

Marti Middle School where we had deep excavations, -01:-26

the rock removal and things of that nature, was in a -01:-26

residential area in close proximity to a church and -01:-26

some other development around the perimeter.  -01:-26

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Do you consult any -01:-26

recourses or survey any other projects done by other -01:-26

companies that were done next to a school just to get -01:-26

some other know-how on it?  -01:-26

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, I don't really -01:-26

think that -- I mean, listen, we're very, very -01:-26

sensitive to the fact that this project is next to a -01:-26

school.  And I believe that my experience is the best -01:-26

experience you're going to get from a construction -01:-26

manager for this type of project because of my -01:-25

interface with -- on many projects I have done -01:-25

working with the general public and pedestrian safety -01:-25

being of paramount importance.  -01:-25

So I believe my experience is relevant -01:-25

and I will take an active interest and a personal -01:-25

interest in the safety and wellbeing of those school -01:-25
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children.  -01:-25

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Okay.  I was just -01:-25

seeing if you surveyed other things, similar, just to -01:-25

take it in the full context. -01:-25

MR. CENTINEO:  I have not, no. -01:-25

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  And if there was -01:-25

something to go wrong on this, what would it be, -01:-25

either time-wise or construction-wise, you know, the -01:-25

things that concern you the most.  -01:-25

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, we kind of -- I -01:-25

mean we studied this thing pretty thoroughly and this -01:-25

project has it's challenges.  The biggest one in my -01:-25

-- the two biggest ones in my mind are the proximity -01:-24

to the school and the proximity to the hospital.  -01:-24

So those are the -- those are the two -01:-24

things that we want to be most -- those are our two -01:-24

biggest -- I won't call them concerns, challenges, to -01:-24

the project team to make sure that we take care of -01:-24

the people that are working or, you know, living -01:-24

around in the neighborhood and the school children.-01:-24

And I think our -- our safety record -01:-24

speaks for itself.  We're -- we're in OSHA's -01:-24

voluntary protection program.  And that's a -01:-24

partnership.  The voluntary protection program with -01:-24

OSHA is a partnership with and a collaboration of the -01:-24
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parties including the construction manager, the -01:-24

owner, the subcontractor environment.  So safety is -01:-24

on top of our list.  And we're proud of our accolades -01:-24

we've received from OSHA.-01:-23

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Is there anything -01:-23

that concerns you as paramount from a construction -01:-23

point of view that could really substantially change -01:-23

the time line or the project itself that you can -01:-23

envision. -01:-23

MR. CENTINEO:  No, I -- I mean we know -01:-23

-- we know pretty clearly, the challenges that are -01:-23

before us.  And we fully expect to meet all of those -01:-23

challenges and I think you've heard from the -01:-23

geotechnical expert.  We've had many discussions with -01:-23

him about many aspects of the dewatering and -- and -01:-23

things of that nature, earth excavation.  We're fully -01:-23

prepared to take this project head on. -01:-23

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  And for the time -01:-23

line that you have, is that assuming sunny days and, -01:-23

you know, 75 degree weather or does it factor in bad -01:-23

weather and other types of delays. -01:-23

MR. CENTINEO:  It's -- the construction -01:-23

schedule takes into account typical weather -01:-23

conditions over time.  -01:-22

So historic data tells us how we should -01:-22
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schedule this project.  Now, if there was an anomaly -01:-22

that were to occur ultimately a catastrophic event -01:-22

then, of course, the situation changes and it could -01:-22

effect the schedule.-01:-22

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  So it takes in the -01:-22

seasonal too?  -01:-22

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes.  -01:-22

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  And this is a -01:-22

realistic schedule it could do faster, it could be -01:-22

longer, but your best estimate. -01:-22

MR. CENTINEO:  This project is -01:-22

realistic for the six years. -01:-22

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  And just -01:-22

calculating, I guess, outside construction I guess -01:-22

for Phase I would be three-and-a-half years and Phase -01:-22

II would be three years.  Is that an inordinate long -01:-22

period of time?  I mean that's...  -01:-22

MR. CENTINEO:  No, not basad on the -- -01:-22

the size of the excavation that's going to have to -01:-22

place, the concrete work that's going to have to be -01:-21

put in place and all the other components.-01:-21

The schedule is very realistic.  And -01:-21

it's appropriate.-01:-21

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Is there certain -01:-21

times during that outside construction that's more -01:-21
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impactful in the neighborhood versus, you know, there -01:-21

might be light stuff you're doing outside versus the -01:-21

heavy stuff.  What -- what things, really, have the -01:-21

most impact on the neighborhood? -01:-21

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, certainly the -- -01:-21

the -- as you've heard before the excavation work -01:-21

will be -- there'll be a lot of truck movements.  So -01:-21

that's one along with the concrete work perhaps.  -01:-21

Those, I would say, are the heaviest periods and -01:-21

maybe periods that would present the more challenges -01:-21

to the project team to make sure that we're taking -01:-21

care of the neighborhood and the hospital.  -01:-21

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  And what period of -01:-20

time does that take, I guess, from the -01:-20

three-and-a-half years for Phase I, what part of that -01:-20

would be excavation and concrete foundation work?  -01:-20

MR. CENTINEO:  Months seven through 15 -01:-20

probably would be the period of time where we'd have -01:-20

most of the excavation and concrete foundation work -01:-20

take place.  -01:-20

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  So about eight -01:-20

months would be the most intensive neighborhood-wise? -01:-20

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes.-01:-20

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  No further -01:-20

questions.  Thank you. -01:-20
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CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you.-01:-20

Kevin?-01:-20

MR. REILLY:  Thank you.  -01:-20

Richard actually stole a lot of my -01:-20

questions.  But I have a couple left.  -01:-20

One of the distinguishing -01:-20

characteristics of this project is it's tucked into a -01:-20

residential neighborhood.  If it were on Route 17 or -01:-19

Route 4 of somewhere like that, there'd be a whole -01:-19

different set of issues and probably fewer problems, -01:-19

but because of where it's located obviously there's -01:-19

problems.  You've addressed a lot of them, how you -01:-19

intend to mitigate them.  I'm curious, you've been at -01:-19

this for a long time, inevitably during that period -01:-19

of time you got complaints, that goes with the -01:-19

territory.-01:-19

I'm curious how you handled that kind -01:-19

of a problem coming -- those kinds of problems, -01:-19

similar projects in residential neighborhoods over -01:-19

the years, what kind of problems have arisen really -01:-19

calls for special sensitivity to the residents and -01:-19

how have you modified your operations in response to -01:-19

those particular kinds of problems.  -01:-19

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, I think that one -01:-19

of the things that I pointed out was keeping the -01:-19
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Village streets clean would be one thing that we -01:-19

would want to make sure is taken care of.  And we're -01:-19

going to do that with the stone pad and the wheel -01:-19

wash station and the street sweeping operation.  So -01:-19

that's one thing that I think would -- that poses a -01:-18

challenge and has been a challenge on projects.  But -01:-18

we're prepared to meet that challenge.  And we have -01:-18

on other projects.  -01:-18

Beyond that, I see really no reason to -01:-18

feel as if this project would be considered different -01:-18

from other projects we've done in the past in terms -01:-18

of the kinds of things we would concern ourselves -01:-18

with.-01:-18

And, again, they're all centered on -01:-18

safety and we take the -- the -- the general public -01:-18

and the neighbors that's one -- that's part of our -01:-18

charter in our safety program is taking care of the -01:-18

neighborhood and the general public. -01:-18

MR. REILLY:  Let me ask you a final -01:-18

question too the way you phased it, in terms of time, -01:-18

is the time actually stretched out because it's in a -01:-17

residential area, and you have to phase things a -01:-17

little bit differently?  If it was out on Route 4 -01:-17

would it have been faster?  -01:-17

MR. CENTINEO:  No, no, not at all.-01:-17
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MR. REILLY:  Okay.  Thank you.-01:-17

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you.-01:-17

Wendy?  -01:-17

MS. DOCKRAY:  You mentioned several -01:-17

times that the pedestrians on North Van Dien you -01:-17

recommended that they walk on the opposite side of -01:-17

the street.  And I assume you will close the sidewalk -01:-17

on -- on the hospital side; is that correct?  -01:-17

MR. CENTINEO:  That would be our -01:-17

intent, yes.  -01:-17

MS. DOCKRAY:  Okay.  What about Linwood -01:-17

Avenue?  I don't see any recommendation for Linwood -01:-17

Avenue.  You don't see any need to protect people -01:-17

walking along that sidewalk? -01:-17

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, it's something we -01:-17

can -- we can consider.  But, again, I think that -01:-17

that -- that type of recommendation might be best -01:-17

saved for the developer's agreement because at that -01:-17

time we'll be able to better assess the project in -01:-17

totality.  We'll have more information about the -01:-16

project and see what's in the best interest of the -01:-16

community at large.  -01:-16

MS. DOCKRAY:  Okay.  In your map -01:-16

showing the truck routes, all the trucks seem to be -01:-16

coming down Route 17 heading sound and when they -01:-16
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leave they'll get back on Route 17 heading south.-01:-16

Are they coming from a particular -01:-16

location?  How are you going to ---01:-16

MR. CENTINEO:  That's a good question.-01:-16

MS. DOCKRAY:  -- to control that? -01:-16

MR. CENTINEO:  That's a good question.  -01:-16

No, there's no -- no particular direction they're -01:-16

going to be coming from.  -01:-16

If they were to travel -- they could -01:-16

travel north on Route 17, in which case they'd have -01:-16

to travel up to Hollywood Avenue and turn around and -01:-16

come back down southbound and then come on to East -01:-16

Glen or they could get off at the Linwood Avenue exit -01:-16

during the interior construction phase when we're -01:-16

into that route and they could easily come that way -01:-15

too.-01:-15

But, yeah, you're right, I only showed -01:-15

going southbound.-01:-15

MS. DOCKRAY:  All right.  So you don't -01:-15

have a staging area somewhere separate off site.-01:-15

These are delivery trucks --  -01:-15

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes, in -- -01:-15

MS. DOCKRAY:  -- of all vendors and -01:-15

types.-01:-15

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes.  I mean we would -01:-15
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need to locate a source for the earth to be sent to -01:-15

also.  -01:-15

So depending on wherever that source is -01:-15

they could be coming northbound or southbound -01:-15

depending on where that might be.  And delivery -01:-15

trucks for various building materials can come from -01:-15

anywhere in the United States.-01:-15

So how -- exactly how they're going to -01:-15

travel on Route 17, whether it's northbound or -01:-15

southbound, it's going to be an either/or. -01:-15

MS. DOCKRAY:  Okay.-01:-15

MR. CENTINEO:  But I didn't show -01:-15

northbound so that was a good question. -01:-15

MS. DOCKRAY:  And how would you enforce -01:-15

the routes?  I mean a truck could come down and -01:-15

decide to come down East Glen and then say I think -01:-15

I'll turn left on south -- North Pleasant rather than -01:-15

go right on Linwood.  How are they going to know -01:-14

these are the established routes and -- and how to -01:-14

get into the site. -01:-14

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, we'll have a very -01:-14

specific site development or site safety program -01:-14

which will include the truck travel routes.-01:-14

And those routes will be gone over with -01:-14

the subcontracting community and in addition to that, -01:-14
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be brought to the trucking firms that are going to be -01:-14

trucking into the site.  And they'll -- and we'll -01:-14

have -- we're going to enforce and mandate that they -01:-14

follow those routes. -01:-14

MS. DOCKRAY:  And what about when you -01:-14

have two to four trucks coming within an hour's time -01:-14

how will you schedule that so we don't have three or -01:-14

four trucks sitting out on North Van Dien ready to -01:-14

come into the site?  -01:-14

MR. CENTINEO:  We -- we will never have -01:-14

any truck queued on the Village streets.  They'll be -01:-14

called in as necessary into the site.  And they'll -01:-14

either be staged at an off-site location, we're going -01:-13

to have off-site parking established.  And that may -01:-13

also be a site that we can use to stage trucks.  -01:-13

So they'll be no queuing on Village -01:-13

streets.-01:-13

MS. DOCKRAY:  Okay.  Thank you.  -01:-13

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Wendy.-01:-13

MR. REILLY:  I have one more question. -01:-13

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Go ahead.-01:-13

MR. REILLY:  I do have a follow up -01:-13

question, what I'm focusing on is the residential -01:-13

neighborhood, the fact that it's a tightly knit -01:-13

residential neighborhood.  This is a long project and -01:-13
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there's going to be a lot of subcontractors so -01:-13

there's going to be a lot of people coming and going -01:-13

and of course you contract with the hospital, you -01:-13

don't contract with the neighborhood.-01:-13

Nevertheless, things happen.  You tried -01:-13

to cover all bases.  But things happen within that -01:-13

period of time.-01:-13

In the event that you have legitimate -01:-13

neighborhood complaints that -- things happen.  Do -01:-13

you have a process, how are you going to -- how are -01:-13

you going to hear those complaints and respond to -01:-13

those complaints?  If the residents have to go to the -01:-13

hospital, the hospital has to go to you and you've -01:-13

got to go to the subcontract, I mean it all gets -01:-12

lost.-01:-12

Do you plan on having some vehicle for -01:-12

responding to legitimate neighborhood complaints?  -01:-12

MR. COLLINS:  If I may, Mr. Reilly, the -01:-12

Hospital will continue to have committees, safety -01:-12

committee meeting with the neighbors to listen and -01:-12

hear any complaints they might have and then would -01:-12

take every step necessary to make Phil and/or his -01:-12

colleagues aware of it and have them address it.  -01:-12

But there may be a situation where they -01:-12

would come up to him on the street and say, do you -01:-12
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know this is going on or are you aware that this is a -01:-12

problem?  And he would have to take action at that -01:-12

time.  -01:-12

But there is, and has been in the past, -01:-12

a process that would have continued flow of -01:-12

information back and forth as to what goes on.  And -01:-12

I'm sorry to jump in, but, Ms. Dockray, I wanted to -01:-11

say to you, that for prior construction projects -01:-11

there has been a staging area up north where the -01:-11

trucks would remind and be called down.  -01:-11

Now, I can't say -- this is another one -01:-11

of those instances where I'm talking about history -01:-11

and I can't say that that's what will happen here, -01:-11

but that's the way it was done in the past. -01:-11

MR. REILLY:  Okay.  Thank you, Mr. -01:-11

Collins.-01:-11

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  If I could just -01:-11

interject on the question that Mr. Reilly asked.-01:-11

Is it typical that an issue to address -01:-11

public concerns or Village concerns would be part of -01:-11

a construction agreement so that there is a -01:-11

methodology that is visible and known.-01:-11

MR. COLLINS:  Yes.  In fact that's a -01:-11

very important part of the developer's agreement -01:-11

because it is the only thing that really will provide -01:-11
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for ongoing communication between the work that's -01:-11

going on and the people who are being affected by -01:-11

that work going on. -01:-10

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. -01:-10

Collins.  -01:-10

Michelle?  -01:-10

MS. PETERS:  I have no questions.  -01:-10

Thank you.  -01:-10

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Trisha?  -01:-10

MS. CONNORS:  No questions. -01:-10

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Paul?  -01:-10

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  Sure.  Good evening.  -01:-10

Thanks for your presentation and I think I speak for -01:-10

everyone, particularly appreciate how you've laid out -01:-10

the time line, it's very useful for us.-01:-10

I just wanted to pick up on two of the -01:-10

questions that my colleagues have asked, with respect -01:-10

to timing, as you say you factored in everything and -01:-10

it seems to be the most realistic sort of timeline -01:-10

and you have no expectations of going beyond it.  -01:-10

I assume that this is -- you've worked -01:-10

on over a hundred projects, you said, at Valley.  I -01:-10

assume this is the -- this would be the biggest.-01:-10

In terms of firm, has your firm worked -01:-10

on something this big, this long, in terms of length -01:-10
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of time?  And if so, have there ever been examples of -01:-10

when it did go beyond, like it went an extra -01:-09

six-months or an extra year and, if so, why?  What -01:-09

would effect that?  -01:-09

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, I can tell you -01:-09

that we have definitely been involved in project of -01:-09

this scale and magnitude and larger.  -01:-09

What I can't tell you is I don't know -01:-09

the details of those projects.  So I -- I apologize -01:-09

but I don't know the answer to that question.-01:-09

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  And it's an important -01:-09

one, the reason I think a few of us have asked it is -01:-09

because this is such a long process.  It is in -- -01:-09

again, next to a school.  It's in a -- in a -01:-09

residential area.  So the length of time becomes a -01:-09

major issue.  I know I've had my kitchen work done -01:-09

recently it was supposed to take ten days and it's -01:-09

nine weeks and it's still not done.  So these things -01:-09

happen.  And, you know, I think, you know, to me it -01:-09

would be useful and maybe as a follow up for -01:-09

information we could get -- if there were instances -01:-09

when your firm worked on a big project like this, -01:-09

when it did go beyond, what caused it to go beyond?  -01:-09

That I would find interesting.  -01:-09

MR. COLLINS:  You should have hired -01:-08
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Torcon to construction manage your -- -01:-08

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  That's what I'm -01:-08

thinking. -01:-08

MR. COLLINS:  But I would -- we will -01:-08

respond to that, in terms of Torcon's history because -01:-08

I think that would be important for the Board to -01:-08

note.  I think it goes without saying, however, the -01:-08

Torcon would not be the chosen construction manager -01:-08

for Valley Hospital, if it's history is not -01:-08

exceptional.-01:-08

But we will certainly respond to that.-01:-08

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  I appreciate that.-01:-08

And the second thing is, and just to -01:-08

pick up on a point that the Vice Chair brought up -01:-08

originally, in terms of what -- what concerns you -01:-08

about this project.  And I appreciate your repeated -01:-08

concerns about the safety and well-being of the -01:-08

children.  We talked about this being in a -01:-08

residential area so that, you know, the impact on the -01:-08

neighborhood is a particular concern of everybody -01:-08

involved.  -01:-08

But there must be a few things -- and -01:-08

I'm not trying to like ultimately catch you, but -01:-08

there must be a few things you can think of that sort -01:-08

of really worry you or concern you as the manager of -01:-08
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this project.-01:-08

What would they be?  What should we all -01:-08

be sort of focused on?  -01:-07

MR. CENTINEO:  Most of the things that -01:-07

would be challenges for us are really centered on the -01:-07

proximity of the construction to the hospital.  -01:-07

We're working closer to the hospital -01:-07

than we are anything else.  And that's really -- you -01:-07

know, listen, I have -- I have concerns and we're -01:-07

going to take care of the neighborhood.  I can -01:-07

promise you that.  -01:-07

But my -- my concerns are really -- my -01:-07

biggest concerns are more for the hospital because we -01:-07

do have excavation work to be done in close proximity -01:-07

to the hospital.  We have to take down a building -01:-07

that's next to an existing building.  So those things -01:-07

are things that we would see as challenges, but we're -01:-07

prepared for it and it's -- we've done this many, -01:-06

many times.  We've worked very close.  We've had deep -01:-06

excavations.  We understand the -- the -- the earth -01:-06

retention systems that have to be put in.  We -01:-06

understand how close we are and how we're going to -01:-06

have to take care of truck travel patterns and such.-01:-06

But, again, my -- my -- in my mind the -01:-06

biggest challenge for Torcon would be how we manage -01:-06
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our way working around the hospital, maintaining -01:-06

hospital flow of traffic and -- and keeping -01:-06

pedestrians safe and -- and making sure that we don't -01:-06

interrupt any of their operations. -01:-06

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  Thank you very much. -01:-06

MR. CENTINEO:  You're welcome.  -01:-06

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. -01:-06

Mayor.-01:-06

Nancy?  -01:-06

MS. BIGOS:  Thank you, Phil.-01:-06

Could you give me a little bit of an -01:-06

expansion please on the level of staffing and -01:-06

expertise that we can expect on the job site at any -01:-06

time. -01:-05

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, I can't tell you -01:-05

specifically how many people we will have, but we -01:-05

will have -- there will be several superintendents -01:-05

around the site.  It also depends on where we are in -01:-05

the construction process.  There'll be periods of -01:-05

time when there might be more manpower or there might -01:-05

be more complexities to the project that would -01:-05

require us to put different types of experts in the -01:-05

field.-01:-05

For instance there might be -- they -01:-05

would be superintendents who are more inclined to -01:-05
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work with excavation of this nature.  There also -01:-05

would be points in time when we have mechanical and -01:-05

electrical challenges that would require their -01:-05

expertise and knowledge.  -01:-05

There certainly will be a full-time -01:-05

safety officer on this project without a doubt.  And -01:-05

there'll be -- you know there'll be several engineers -01:-05

that'll assist with office work and things of that -01:-04

nature.-01:-04

But we'll have -- we'll have plenty of -01:-04

people on the site to make sure that the project is -01:-04

being constructed in a timely and safe manner.-01:-04

MS. BIGOS:  Can you expand upon a -01:-04

little bit just the chain of command.  Who's at the -01:-04

top?  -01:-04

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, at the -- -01:-04

MS. BIGOS:  And how will you -01:-04

communicate with your subordinates and the hospital -01:-04

and the community? -01:-04

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, I -- I report to -01:-04

Dennis Schettino who's a senior vice president with -01:-04

the company and I communicate with Dennis at least -01:-04

three times a day.  I will be on site every day -01:-04

working on this project.  And I will be the lead -01:-04

person on-site.  And I will report to Dennis and -01:-04
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Dennis will give me my full support of whatever the -01:-04

project requires in terms of man power or any kind of -01:-04

issues that arise. -01:-04

MR. COLLINS:  Do you want to tell Mrs. -01:-04

Bigos who will be available under you, I think she's -01:-04

looking for -- -01:-04

MS. BIGOS:  Uh-huh.-01:-04

MR. COLLINS:  -- that line as well. -01:-03

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, I can't really say -01:-03

at this point in time because we don't know when the -01:-03

project's going to occur.-01:-03

So I -- I know there -- there is -- -01:-03

there are or no other people assigned to the project -01:-03

right now.  We definitely have a full complement of -01:-03

people that are available and we've discussed -01:-03

different individuals, but there's no -- no -- -01:-03

nobody's set up for this project to -- at this point -01:-03

in time behind me.-01:-03

MS. BIGOS:  And what will the -- how to -01:-03

you communication go between you, the contractor, the -01:-03

hospital and the community?  -01:-03

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, I'll have direct -01:-03

communication with all the various parties that would -01:-03

be -- have an active interest in the project.  My -01:-03

client, from The Valley Hospital, I'll be in constant -01:-03
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communication with them and my subcontractor -01:-03

community.  Now, I will assign certain tasks to other -01:-02

individuals working for Torcon and they will -- they -01:-02

will assist me in that chain of command.  And I think -01:-02

Chuck stated how the communication program will be, -01:-02

at a later date, established with the -- with the -01:-02

general public and the neighbors. -01:-02

MR. COLLINS:  And there would be direct -01:-02

line of contact between Phil, if necessary, because -01:-02

he's on the site or Dennis to Maria Mediago who is -01:-02

the facilities vice president of The Valley Hospital.  -01:-02

And she and her -- Edo Volaric will be recipients of -01:-02

any information that has to come across for purposes -01:-02

of addressing either complaints or requirements that -01:-02

are new to Phil's team and provide them with the back -01:-02

up that they need.  That will all be in place. -01:-01

MS. BIGOS:  Thank you.  -01:-01

Thank you, Chairman. -01:-01

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Nancy.-01:-01

Cyril? -01:-01

MR. GRANT:  Thank you.  -01:-01

I have a few questions.  Thanks for -01:-01

your presentation.  I think it was very helpful, but -01:-01

I think it would also be helpful if the plans of the -01:-01

different phases kind of had -- because I found it -01:-01
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very difficult to follow without taking the -01:-01

presentation apart -- if the plans could be labeled -01:-01

with the time line on them so, for example, if you go -01:-01

to slide number four for example that would probably -01:-01

be the enabling -- that would be the enabling -01:-01

process.  And then if you go to another slide you -01:00

could tell us exactly what time that would be.  I -01:00

think it would be easy to follow the -- the progress -01:00

or the anticipated progress of the change on campus.-01:00

Having said that, quite a lot of work. -01:00

You've mentioned off-site parking so -01:00

you're saying that all the workers, many hundreds of -01:00

workers, that you're going to anticipate are going to -01:00

be bused into the site.  So that's a given.  So we -01:00

shouldn't expect to wake up in the mornings and cars -01:00

are parked around the neighborhood?  -01:00

MR. CENTINEO:  No.  Parking on Village -01:00

streets will be forbidden and we will establish an -01:00

off-site parking location.  -01:00

MR. GRANT:  Okay.  Also I know this is -01:00

very preliminary typically you will like to see just -01:00

more than just the -- what kind of fence are you -01:00

talking about?  -01:00

I'm just curious, for example, the line -01:00

between the middle school and the site, you indicated -01:00
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that you're going to have a construction fence, is it 00:-59

plywood?  Is it clothe?  Is it -- and how high is it?  00:-59

What do you envision around the site?  00:-59

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, at this point in 00:-59

time we envision an 8-foot high chain link fence.00:-59

MR. GRANT:  Okay.  But is it chain link 00:-59

covered, closed?  I mean because you did mention 00:-59

about dust control and wetting down during 00:-59

excavation.  So what should we expect in terms of the 00:-59

permeability of that fence itself.00:-59

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, the -- the -- that 00:-59

fence is for security.  We'll have a silt fence 00:-59

installed around the perimeter of the property.  And 00:-59

that silt fence will protect the neighboring 00:-59

properties from any silt or debris collecting on the 00:-59

property.  It will collect within the silt fence.00:-59

MR. GRANT:  After hours, I'm sure you 00:-59

will have security because, of course, I don't want 00:-59

any middle school students climbing fences and 00:-59

dropping into a 20-foot pit.00:-59

So I do think your firm will employ 00:-59

security after hours as well?  How do you secure the 00:-58

site after hours when everybody's left and there's no 00:-58

worker in place?  How do we secure a site from 00:-58

students who go play basketball till 9:00 at night 00:-58
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and then just wander out to make mischief? 00:-58

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, that plan will 00:-58

evolve but -- 00:-58

MR. GRANT:  Okay. 00:-58

MR. CENTINEO:  Over time.00:-58

The Valley Hospital has a full 00:-58

complement security staff on site currently.00:-58

Beyond that I really can't -- I can't 00:-58

comment.00:-58

MR. GRANT:  Understood.  Understood. 00:-58

At the end of Phase I which would, I 00:-58

think, be slide number 16, where you have the 00:-58

Phillips garage constructed, you have the foundation 00:-58

of the West building, you have the Bergen building 00:-58

still in place, that represents quite a dilemma, I 00:-58

think -- will the Bergen building -- maybe it's not a 00:-58

question for you will the Bergen building be then 00:-58

empty at that point. 00:-58

MR. CENTINEO:  No.  The Bergen building 00:-58

will not be empty at the end of Phase I.  00:-57

MR. GRANT:  But you would have moved 00:-57

the essential facilities and processes from the 00:-57

Bergen building into the new facilities in the North 00:-57

and -- 00:-57

MR. CENTINEO:  No, no, what happens is 00:-57
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that the Phillips building, the people, the various 00:-57

departments, the patient care areas, the clinical 00:-57

areas, they'll all move -- and nonclinical will be 00:-57

moved into the North building.  00:-57

MR. GRANT:  Okay.00:-57

MR. CENTINEO:  The Bergen building will 00:-57

remain as well as the Cheel building at the end of 00:-57

Phase I.00:-57

So at the end of Phase, you'll have the 00:-57

North building, the Cheel buildings and the Bergen 00:-57

all still standing and in full use and in place of 00:-57

the Phillips building will be the garage.  00:-57

MR. GRANT:  Okay.  And we did at some 00:-57

point in our presentation and discussion did say that 00:-57

Phase I could be an end point for a long time so it's 00:-57

not necessarily -- it's not a given that you 00:-56

automatically move into Phase II. 00:-56

MR. CENTINEO:  No, my -- clearly, my 00:-56

understanding is, is from discussions with the 00:-56

hospital is that Phase II of the project may never 00:-56

occur.  And if it did, it would occur in -- not in 00:-56

the short term it would be a long -- it's a long term 00:-56

plan.00:-56

MR. GRANT:  So one way of looking at 00:-56

this is that what we see on slide 16 could be for 00:-56
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some time the end product of development on the site, 00:-56

for a given time. 00:-56

MR. CENTINEO:  That's correct. 00:-56

MR. GRANT:  Does that mean then that 00:-56

then you would have to do additional interior work in 00:-56

the Bergen building or is that accounted for in your 00:-56

schedule? 00:-56

MR. CENTINEO:  It's accounted for in 00:-56

the schedule.  There is -- there is some renovation 00:-56

work that takes place in the Bergen building.  That's 00:-56

part of the Cheel and Bergen renovation timeline, the 00:-56

26 months in the schedule.00:-56

MR. GRANT:  Now, I know Phase II is 00:-55

probably a -- it may not happen, but it seems to me 00:-55

that the schedule you have where you have the West 00:-55

building construction, for example, you have exterior 00:-55

and then interior.00:-55

Do you have a time where there is 00:-55

nothing happening?  And why couldn't the Bergen 00:-55

building dismantling happen right after you finish 00:-55

the exterior construction of the West building? 00:-55

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, the Bergen 00:-55

building, the department in the Bergen building need 00:-55

to be moved out of the Bergen building and their home 00:-55

will be in the West building.00:-55
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So as you'll see on the schedule the 00:-55

Bergen building dismantling follows the completion of 00:-55

the West building.  So at this point in time we can't 00:-55

start any of this work until this building becomes 00:-55

occupied (indicating) and -- and a number of 00:-54

departments are going to be moving out of the Bergen 00:-54

building and into this West building -- 00:-54

MR. GRANT:  Okay.00:-54

MR. CENTINEO:  In order to free that 00:-54

buildings up to be dismantled.00:-54

So nothing -- that building could not 00:-54

be dismantled until the West building is constructed.00:-54

MR. GRANT:  So given that scenario is 00:-54

it possible then that you could finish the West 00:-54

building and still keep the Bergen building without 00:-54

dismantling it?  I mean that's a scenario that's 00:-54

possible. 00:-54

MR. CENTINEO:  Can you repeat that 00:-54

question?  00:-54

MR. GRANT:  Is it possible then, once 00:-54

you finish the West building, you move people over 00:-54

from Bergen into the West, you can still keep the 00:-54

Bergen building -- I mean maybe that's not a question 00:-54

for you, maybe that's a question for administration?  00:-54

I'm not sure, you know.  00:-54
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MR. CENTINEO:  I really can't answer 00:-54

that question.  All I could tell you is that there is 00:-54

-- the intent is -- and the reason that we're -- the 00:-54

whole -- the Bergen building is -- again, the 00:-53

Phillips building is the oldest building on the 00:-53

campus.00:-53

MR. GRANT:  Correct.00:-53

MR. CENTINEO:  The Bergen building is 00:-53

the next oldest building on the campus and there are 00:-53

some shortcomings with that Bergen building.00:-53

So the intent is, is to put a new 00:-53

building in its place and dismantle this Bergen 00:-53

building.  So I have not ever heard anything other 00:-53

than that and anything other than the way things are 00:-53

laid out there up on the screen.00:-53

MR. GRANT:  Okay.  Bear with me a 00:-53

second.  00:-53

In the course of moving the temporary 00:-53

truck entrance back and forth along Van Dien, you 00:-53

will have to meet, I guess, temporary curb cuts into 00:-53

the sidewalk. 00:-52

MR. CENTINEO:  That's correct.00:-52

MR. GRANT:  So that's anticipated. 00:-52

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes.00:-52

MR. GRANT:  All right.  So in essence 00:-52
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in -- in your summarizing Phase I is really the focus 00:-52

of all of this where you have two intense activities, 00:-52

one the first activity which is exterior -- intense I 00:-52

mean by you have the visibility of actual activity 00:-52

happening on-site for two years you're going to have 00:-52

-- you called it 21 months, but it's probably two 00:-52

years of intense activity of foundations, 00:-52

excavations, you have -- and I anticipate it's going 00:-52

to be a steel building or it's going to be a concrete 00:-52

building?  Or you haven't gotten to that detail yet. 00:-52

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, first let me say 00:-52

that it's not 21 months of as you term it intense 00:-52

construction.  It's -- it's a heavier construction.  00:-52

And it's 15 months.  The first six months of the 00:-52

project are involve enabling work.00:-52

MR. GRANT:  Okay.00:-52

MR. CENTINEO:  And that will enable us 00:-52

to get into the excavation and concrete work.00:-52

So it's a 15 month period really.  00:-52

MR. GRANT:  Okay.00:-52

MR. CENTINEO:  And what was your other 00:-51

-- I'm sorry.  Can you repeat your question.00:-51

MR. GRANT:  No, I was saying based on 00:-51

your schedule is you look at your construction 00:-51

schedule the Phase I, the areas in blue (indicating), 00:-51
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if you just want to quickly summarize by one glance 00:-51

it's really two areas of blue separated by 26 months 00:-51

of interior construction.  00:-51

So during that 26 months of interior 00:-51

construction, let's say, will we still have 00:-51

construction fences up?  Will we will have -- I know 00:-51

we'll have trucks coming in and out of the site, but 00:-51

will we have all of those things we that point out 00:-51

the fact that this is a site that's under 00:-51

construction?  00:-51

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, at the period of 00:-51

time when we're doing the indoor construction you'll 00:-51

see that we have completed the North building.  00:-51

MR. GRANT:  Right. 00:-51

MR. CENTINEO:  So all -- all the -- 00:-51

when we get into this Cheel and Bergen I should say, 00:-51

when we get to the point in the project all the 00:-51

elements and components of the project will have to 00:-51

be in place and fully in place.  And they'll be no 00:-51

reason to have any construction fence up when we get 00:-50

to that point because we -- then we get into interior 00:-50

construction.00:-50

But that -- this is an 11 month period 00:-50

before we get into going back outdoors again.  So -- 00:-50

MR. GRANT:  So you're going to be 00:-50
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substantially completed in terms of intense activity 00:-50

by the end of year three you're saying? 00:-50

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, no, when you say 00:-50

intense activity, I think -- I think you mean like 00:-50

the major building shell -- 00:-50

MR. GRANT:  Yes.00:-50

MR. CENTINEO:  -- I'll say?  00:-50

MR. GRANT:  Yes. 00:-50

MR. CENTINEO:  That really -- you could 00:-50

see right here (indicating) if you look at the screen 00:-50

this blue line represents when we're done with the 00:-50

outdoor construction.00:-50

And at that point in time we'll have 00:-50

the shell completely up.  And then we'll start indoor 00:-50

construction in the North building and the atrium and 00:-50

West building, leading to the renovations in Cheel 00:-50

and Bergen.00:-50

So really it's at the end of month 21 00:-50

that -- and -- but then we'll be done with the 00:-50

building shell, I'll call it.00:-49

MR. GRANT:  Okay.  You did testify that 00:-49

you anticipated that in terms of trucking, you're 00:-49

going to have two to four trucks per hour for 00:-49

foundation and concrete.  That seems pretty low 00:-49

because of the -- you're probably going to need more 00:-49
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trucks than that when you're doing intense concrete 00:-49

pours, no?  00:-49

MR. CENTINEO:  No.  We've calculated 00:-49

trucking very methodically for excavation and 00:-49

concrete work.  And these numbers reflect that.00:-49

MR. GRANT:  But, no, but let's -- but 00:-49

let's split up the two if you're doing excavation you 00:-49

probably need -- because you have that whatever 00:-49

machine constantly lifting and dumping.  You're going 00:-49

to have more than one truck in there.

MR. CENTINEO:  In the -- 

MR. GRANT:  In the -- 

MR. CENTINEO:  In the footprint of the 

building? 

MR. GRANT:  In the building, right?  00:-49

Are you telling us you're going to have 00:-49

one truck and then that gets filled and it goes away 00:-49

and then another truck comes in? 00:-49

MR. CENTINEO:  There's a possibility of 00:-49

more than one truck being on the site, being ready to 00:-48

be loaded, yes.00:-48

MR. GRANT:  Okay.00:-48

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes.00:-48

MR. GRANT:  But they won't be queuing 00:-48

outside the site?00:-48
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MR. CENTINEO:  They will not be queuing 00:-48

on the Village streets that is forbidden.00:-48

MR. GRANT:  But what about then what 00:-48

about concrete pours then?  Don't you need -- there's 00:-48

a certain time between trucks that you need to be 00:-48

able to pour?  So -- 00:-48

MR. CENTINEO:  We'll call them -- 00:-48

they'll be staged at an off-site location. 00:-48

MR. GRANT:  Okay. 00:-48

MR. CENTINEO:  And we'll have constant 00:-48

communication with them and they'll only be called 00:-48

into the site when we need them.00:-48

So it's possible, as you said, there 00:-48

might be a couple of trucks that are on the site but 00:-48

they will not be on the streets.  00:-48

MR. GRANT:  In terms of the routing, 00:-48

especially the routing on Glen Avenue, you did say 00:-48

that you're going to have a site specific safety plan 00:-48

and all the contractors are going to listen, but if a 00:-48

trucker is coming from Ontario or wherever he's 00:-48

coming from, and he only has GPS and he gets to the 00:-48

intersection of Van Dien and he can't make a left 00:-48

because of anything and he decides to go down Glen, I 00:-47

mean those are the things that may happen.  And they 00:-47

might be out of your control, is it possible because 00:-47
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I would consider the middle school part of your job 00:-47

site as well, to during your delivery times, that you 00:-47

anticipate trucks to have -- you're obviously going 00:-47

to have flagmen directing trucks in and out of the 00:-47

fenced area -- 00:-47

MR. CENTINEO:  That's correct.00:-47

MR. GRANT:  -- is it possible at that 00:-47

intersection to have an individual -- I don't know if 00:-47

it's -- you have to look at your logistics -- to make 00:-47

sure that that routing of trucks down Glen or through 00:-47

other streets in the Village is avoided.00:-47

You need to be able to stop them 00:-47

physically. 00:-47

MR. CENTINEO:  Depending on the type of 00:-47

delivery there may be points in time when we find it 00:-47

necessary to either have them escorted into the site 00:-47

or, you know, there might be a special delivery of 00:-47

some kind.00:-47

If we have concerns about -- and a lot 00:-47

of the truckers that will be on the site, 00:-47

particularly during the excavation phase, they'll be 00:-46

-- they'll have familiarity once they get started.00:-46

If -- we plan to communicate very 00:-46

specifically with our subcontractors.  We'll be 00:-46

monitoring deliveries coming on to the site.  And 00:-46
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we'll make sure that the communication with the 00:-46

truckers is given very specifically as to how they're 00:-46

supposed to arrive and depart the site and we will 00:-46

implement a disciplinary action program if we find it 00:-46

necessary that somebody's not following our 00:-46

guidelines.  00:-46

MR. GRANT:  All right.  Now one last 00:-46

question in terms of logistics, I know this is all 00:-46

preliminary, but you do anticipate having a crane to 00:-46

lift and to do all those things, and that is going to 00:-46

be part of your further presentation down the line. 00:-46

MR. CENTINEO:  There's definitely going 00:-46

to be a crane on the site for several activities so 00:-46

-- the details of which will be developed later on.00:-46

MR. GRANT:  All right.  Thank you very 00:-45

much. 00:-45

MR. CENTINEO:  You're welcome. 00:-45

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Cyril.00:-45

I have a couple of questions.  Thank 00:-45

you, first of all, for your the testimony this 00:-45

evening.00:-45

Just for clarification, I may have 00:-45

missed it, could you describe the difference between 00:-45

a primary truck route and a secondary truck route, 00:-45

why do you have both and how are each of them used?  00:-45
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Why would one be primary and the other secondary? 00:-45

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, first of all we 00:-45

always -- all of our projects have to have two means 00:-45

of egress into and out of the site, that will be part 00:-45

of our plan.  00:-45

The -- the blue route that I had 00:-45

indicated that was the one we used back in 1997 with 00:-45

that developer's agreement and that was used very 00:-45

effectively.  00:-45

The -- as I indicated in the yellow 00:-45

color and as I said that during the interior 00:-45

construction phase of the project, we would like to 00:-45

be able to use Linwood Avenue as a route because it's 00:-45

the natural route to the new loading dock and that 00:-44

would be a natural loading point for building 00:-44

materials into the project.  00:-44

It's considered a secondary route 00:-44

because it's not going to be used as the norm.  The 00:-44

normal route to be taken would be North Van Dien to 00:-44

East Glen, but it will be implemented at points in 00:-44

time. 00:-44

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  So the 00:-44

majority -- 00:-44

MR. CENTINEO:  We would like to. 00:-44

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  -- a majority of 00:-44
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the truck traffic would be on the primary route and 00:-44

that's why it's defined as primary?  00:-44

MR. CENTINEO:  That's correct. 00:-44

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  So it's not a 00:-44

fall back -- 00:-44

MR. CENTINEO:  But -- but, again, I -- 00:-44

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  -- for anything 00:-44

else.00:-44

MR. CENTINEO:  -- I want to say that 00:-44

however this lands, we're going to comply with.  So 00:-44

later on during a developer's agreement if it's more 00:-44

desirable to come one way or the other we're fully 00:-44

prepared to go either way. 00:-44

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  I'll come back to 00:-44

that in a second.00:-44

You indicated earlier that, as Cyril 00:-44

also asked, that all construction efforts will be 00:-44

off-site -- or parking would be off-site and they 00:-44

would not be permitted to park in the streets or even 00:-44

on the site.  00:-43

During the construction phases, is the 00:-43

fact that you're utilizing a great deal of the site 00:-43

as part of construction, it also limits the number of 00:-43

parking spaces that are available for visitors, 00:-43

guests, employees.00:-43
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Is the -- is there an intention to also 00:-43

have off-street parking for guests where they're 00:-43

bussed in or do you not see any issue with 00:-43

limitations on parking on-site for the regular course 00:-43

of the hospital's business. 00:-43

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, I can only -- I 00:-43

can only comment on the construction aspect of the 00:-43

parking and our plan is to park off-site as you said.00:-43

As far as the Hospital's plans go I 00:-43

really can't elaborate on those plans, but I'm very 00:-43

sure they're prepared to take on the same type of 00:-43

program that we're going to take on with -- 00:-43

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.00:-43

MR. CENTINEO:  -- with, you know, 00:-43

off-site -- 00:-43

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  I'll rephrase the 00:-43

question.00:-43

MR. CENTINEO:  Yeah.00:-43

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Is it typical 00:-43

during construction situations like this that 00:-43

compromise parking that parking is moved off-site 00:-42

even for operations of the entity, in this case 00:-42

Valley Hospital?  00:-42

MR. COLLINS:  I don't know that he's 00:-42

competent to answer that question. 00:-42
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CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  I can pass 00:-42

on that. 00:-42

MR. COLLINS:  But I can't say -- of 00:-42

course, Mr. Olivo would be.  But I can't say that 00:-42

these considerations have been made because it's 00:-42

obvious that once you start constructing on this 00:-42

property it's going to mean an impact on parking and 00:-42

there will be -- I don't know whether we'll have 00:-42

jitneys for the patients' relatives or that kind of 00:-42

thing, but I know proposals have been offered and 00:-42

accepted in connection with how that's going to be 00:-42

handled. 00:-42

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. 00:-42

Collins.  00:-42

MR. COLLINS:  I can get a narrative for 00:-42

you on that if you'd like.  00:-42

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  I think it'd be 00:-42

helpful to know.  It doesn't need to be too 00:-42

elaborate, you know, if there are plans that might 00:-42

impact both the traffic and parking in the area.00:-42

Coming back to the issue of primary 00:-41

route and primary movement of the trucks, you clearly 00:-41

indicated on a few occasions that you're mindful of 00:-41

the safety of children and, therefore, they'll be 00:-41

passing across the street and that there will be 00:-41
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restrictions around the property to minimize any risk 00:-41

of accident or injury.  00:-41

You also mention that most of the 00:-41

trucks will be having their tires washed so we don't 00:-41

have dirty streets.00:-41

One of the concern that I have, I think 00:-41

would be true with any construction in the Village 00:-41

that is close to a residential area or close to a 00:-41

school in particular, and that is the movement of 00:-41

trucks, the noise that they make, especially when 00:-41

they're accelerating in front of the buildings, in 00:-41

front of homes.  The potential pollutants that they 00:-41

put out and the impact on those during acceleration 00:-41

in particular.00:-40

These are things that are especially 00:-40

important close to residential areas, may be not so 00:-40

important close to Route 17 or on Route 4 or 00:-40

somewhere else that has a lot of space or noise and 00:-40

traffic already.  00:-40

And these of things that impact people 00:-40

every day in and out.  They impact children during 00:-40

their school time, when they're there to learn.00:-40

What special things do you look for 00:-40

that would minimize the impact of truck movement so 00:-40

close to the residential community and so close or 00:-40
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adjacent to residential community and adjacent to a 00:-40

school?  00:-40

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, I think that for 00:-40

one we're definitely mindful of, as I stated, that 00:-40

we're mindful of the children as they come to school 00:-40

and they leave and we will not be trucking during 00:-40

those periods.00:-40

Beyond that we're going to be mindful 00:-40

of the speed limits and we'll restrict speed limits 00:-39

as deemed necessary and abide by whatever guidelines 00:-39

are set forth.  00:-39

We're going to have continuous street 00:-39

sweeping as I mentioned.  Beyond that I really can't 00:-39

comment. 00:-39

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  One of the 00:-39

earlier testimonies, I believe, it may have been the 00:-39

environmental expert commented that most trucks used 00:-39

today are low emission trucks.  I dont know if 00:-39

they're quieter or any different.  Are there things 00:-39

that typically you would look at incorporating as 00:-39

part of your plan that would help minimize that 00:-39

impact?  00:-39

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, that's a good 00:-39

question.  And it's -- it's definitely part of our 00:-39

charter to implement the use of newer model trucks 00:-39
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and they definitely have lower emission rates, as I 00:-39

understand it.  00:-39

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay. 00:-39

MR. COLLINS:  But also -- also the 00:-39

mechanical aspects of the truck would be checked 00:-39

because certainly we're not going the let anything 00:-38

out on the road that has a problem with its muffler 00:-38

system or is emitting a noise that is not typical or 00:-38

reasonable in terms of the size of the automobile.  00:-38

So that would be part of it too. 00:-38

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Again, this would 00:-38

be true for any construction project, obviously.  But 00:-38

in this case it's something that we should be mindful 00:-38

of because they're all passing on two sides of the 00:-38

middle school and -- 00:-38

MR. CENTINEO:  Right.  And to -- 00:-38

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  -- by 00:-38

residential. 00:-38

MR. CENTINEO:  -- reiterate what Chuck 00:-38

said, it's important to note that it's a good point 00:-38

that we'll be doing regular maintenance checks on the 00:-38

vehicle.  We'll require the reports before they come 00:-38

to the site.  And as we deem necessary we'll take the 00:-38

necessary steps to address anything that's beyond 00:-38

what -- what would be required. 00:-38
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CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  And as part of 00:-38

your planning process, in this case because you're 00:-38

adjacent, again, to a school we talked about, you 00:-38

know, various elements with other questions and 00:-37

cooperating with the neighborhood, is part of the 00:-37

process here coordinating and communicating your 00:-37

plan, your construction plan, with the principal of 00:-37

the middle school or the Board of Education so that 00:-37

if there are issues that they have concerns about, 00:-37

you know about them in advance and that that opens 00:-37

and maintains a dialogue to ensure that the process 00:-37

is followed to minimize, again, the impact on kids. 00:-37

MR. CENTINEO:  That coordination is a 00:-37

must.  I mean it would be a one legged animal if we 00:-37

didn't have as a contributor the Board of Education 00:-37

and, specifically, the administration of this 00:-37

building, it would be necessary.  And that definitely 00:-37

will be part of it.  00:-37

And to assure that, I don't like to 00:-37

continue to fall back on the developer's agreement, 00:-36

but it is a very important document and to assure 00:-36

that I'm sure that a provision in that document would 00:-36

be set forth to make it happen. 00:-36

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. 00:-36

Collins.00:-36
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Thank you, Mr. Centineo, that was my 00:-36

last question.00:-36

I think, Richard, you had a follow up 00:-36

question?  00:-36

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Did you run 00:-36

through any other options with the Hospital on how to 00:-36

stage this?  I mean you have certain phases and 00:-36

things like that, were there other scenarios or 00:-36

segments that you went through for it?  00:-36

MR. CENTINEO:  In terms of the -- 00:-36

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Or is it dictated 00:-36

by the Hospital how -- hoe they want to -- 00:-36

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, in terms of the 00:-36

methodology or the project approach you're saying?  00:-36

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Well, yeah, maybe 00:-36

it goes in different stages.  Maybe you break up 00:-36

Phase I and there's something else.  Were there less 00:-36

intensive proposals that you went through?  00:-36

MR. CENTINEO:  No. 00:-36

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Okay. 00:-36

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you.00:-36

Other follow up questions from the 

board before we move on.

MS. PETERS:  Yes.

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Michelle? 
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MS. PETERS:  I do, if I may please.

Thank you very much for what was 00:-35

presented this evening.  00:-35

Right now how are the deliveries 00:-35

structured coming to the hospital during the times of 00:-35

the school begin and end?  00:-35

MR. CENTINEO:  For the hospital?  00:-35

MS. PETERS:  Right.  The deliveries 00:-35

right now that are going to and from, is there any 00:-35

control over them or they just come when they do? 00:-35

MR. CENTINEO:  I can't -- I don't 00:-35

really know and it's not really my question to 00:-35

answer, I'm sorry, as far as the hospital deliveries 00:-35

go.00:-35

MS. PETERS:  Okay.  00:-35

I'm -- maybe there's an assumption that 00:-35

there really isn't any control over it so per 00:-35

residents who are nearby already know what's coming 00:-35

and going as it is right now.  The proposed 00:-35

construction that's happening and the truck load that 00:-35

we've all made note of, how many of these trucks are 00:-35

under your immediate control?  00:-35

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, those -- those 00:-34

trucks will be under the control of our excavation 00:-34

subcontractor.00:-34
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MS. PETERS:  The subcontractors, right?  00:-34

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes.  However, we will 00:-34

have complete control over the subcontractor and we 00:-34

will dictate to that subcontractor any restrictions 00:-34

or any controls that need be done to the truckers or 00:-34

any other subcontractors that he might have.  00:-34

MS. PETERS:  Okay.  Because I know that 00:-34

I feel it's -- this is just my own opinion, I think 00:-34

it's pretty much a pipe dream really to believe that 00:-34

we can so control the delivery of the trucks of what 00:-34

we're talking about in the scheme of things because I 00:-34

know in my own experience over the last 40 years of 00:-34

working with a business that deals with a lot of 00:-34

truckers it's when they are available, that's when it 00:-34

gets delivered.  And there's a lot of extenuating 00:-34

circumstances that are involved in deliveries, so 00:-33

that is something that I think that when we were 00:-33

talking about the other projects that you have worked 00:-33

on I would just like to follow up a little bit on 00:-33

that to see what -- was this initiated, the same type 00:-33

of timing for deliveries and such?  Was this used in 00:-33

our other projects that were done?  Because I haven't 00:-33

-- I just, myself, don't know of a project that was 00:-33

able to be held to this type of scrutiny so closely 00:-33

on a construction of this magnitude.  00:-33
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MR. CENTINEO:  Well, here, again, I 00:-33

think we're -- Torcon is fully prepared to make sure 00:-33

that we have full compliance with whatever is set 00:-33

forth.  And I don't expect to have any issues.  00:-33

And if we do, I will personally become 00:-33

involved and address them.00:-33

So maybe -- you know my company is 00:-33

dedicated to the safety and wellbeing of everyone.  00:-32

And this will include -- if that means that we have 00:-32

to put restrictions on trucking.  And we have to take 00:-32

-- be more mindful and -- we're prepared to enforce 00:-32

and put a disciplinary action program together and so 00:-32

we're ready -- we're ready to take on whatever is in 00:-32

front of us here. 00:-32

MS. PETERS:  Thank you.  Thank you for 00:-32

saying so.  00:-32

And I do thank -- Mr. Collins, I thank 00:-32

you for -- it's the first time I've heard it and 00:-32

maybe I didn't read it about the complaint mediation 00:-32

panels being implemented.  I think that is an 00:-32

excellent idea.  And to know that there are teeth in 00:-32

that is what I think probably persons are concerned 00:-32

about that it actually will have an effect. 00:-32

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, 00:-32

Michelle.00:-32
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MS. PETERS:  Thank you. 00:-32

MR. REILLY:  I have another one.  00:-32

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Yes. 00:-32

MR. REILLY:  Thank you.  00:-32

The perimeter fencing, assuming that's 00:-32

per OSHA's requirements, maybe the local code, it's 00:-32

basically to keep people out.  How high is that 00:-31

fencing?  And I'm not thinking in terms of keeping 00:-31

people in.  I'm thinking in terms of sound 00:-31

suppression.  And I'm sure there's not much you can 00:-31

do on higher elevations, but particularly in putting 00:-31

the foundations, demolition, things like that, 00:-31

there's going to be a lot of sound, how effective 00:-31

will this fencing be to at least suppress some of 00:-31

that sound?  I mean I know it's not designed for 00:-31

that. 00:-31

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, we're going -- 00:-31

we're going to follow -- our intent is to follow New 00:-31

Jersey law in terms of noise.00:-31

There are things that we can do, 00:-31

clearly that we can do, to assist in mitigating the 00:-31

noise.  00:-31

As an example, we could put acoustical 00:-31

blankets on the fencing to help mitigate some of that 00:-31

noise, but that's just an example.  00:-31
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A plan would have to be in place to 00:-31

look at the -- the impact of the noise in the various 00:-31

stages of construction.00:-30

And I think that'll take place in the 00:-30

future.00:-30

MR. REILLY:  Okay.  Again, my concern 00:-30

is that they -- it's a tight residential neighborhood 00:-30

it's -- if you have large lots, a lot of space, that 00:-30

can kind of mitigate a lot of that.  There's not much 00:-30

space here.  00:-30

What other measures would you have for 00:-30

say "acoustical measures"?  You mentioned one, I mean 00:-30

what else could be done to reduce the noise over a 00:-30

six year period?  I know it's not six years of noise, 00:-30

it's phased, but nevertheless over a six-year period, 00:-30

you'd have neighbors hearing a lot of this.  00:-30

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, one of the things 00:-30

that you heard about from Mr. Gouda was when the well 00:-30

point system is in place and we have a pumping 00:-30

station, we would put an enclosure around that 00:-30

pumping station with soundproofing to mitigate that 00:-30

noise.  Again, the maintenance on the vehicles will 00:-30

go a long way to keep the sound down.  We can also -- 00:-30

other types of things are, there's back up alarms on 00:-29

a lot of these vehicles, on all the vehicles on all 00:-29
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the trucks.  And we can -- we'll put them at the 00:-29

lowest limits to meet OSHA requirements.  I mean 00:-29

there's a certain decibel level that has to be met, 00:-29

but we can set them on the lowest readings.00:-29

Those are the kinds of things we can 00:-29

do.  But, again, that would have to be developed at a 00:-29

later date as far as an overall plan goes.00:-29

MR. REILLY:  Okay.  Again, I know you 00:-29

can't suppress all the noise, I know that.  And 00:-29

meeting the decibel requirements may be legally 00:-29

appropriate, it's still an inconvenience to the 00:-29

neighbors.  00:-29

But thank you -- I also have a final 00:-29

question, it occurred to me, I notice in talking 00:-29

about Glenn versus Linwood Avenue for the trucks 00:-29

traveling towards Route 17 are they all going south?  00:-29

Are the disposal sites to the south?  00:-29

MR. CENTINEO:  No, I think earlier 00:-29

someone may have -- I may have answered that, but our 00:-29

-- you're correct our images only show going 00:-28

southbound.  But there's -- equally we could be 00:-28

coming northbound.  There could be northbound traffic 00:-28

too.  It depends on the types of truck and where 00:-28

they're coming from. 00:-28

MR. REILLY:  Okay.  Because Glen 00:-28
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wouldn't really work if you're heading north you'd 00:-28

still have to cross over which means you'd probably 00:-28

be pushing traffic really to Linwood Avenue.00:-28

MR. CENTINEO:  No, not necessarily.  00:-28

Not -- actually not at all.  Trucks will be --  we'll 00:-28

dictate that trucks continue travelling north past 00:-28

Linwood Avenue to Hollywood Avenue and then come over 00:-28

the overpass and back down the southbound lane to 00:-28

East Glen.  And, again, that pattern was used very 00:-28

effectively with the 1997 developer's agreement.  And 00:-28

there were no issues back then.  00:-28

MR. REILLY:  Okay.  Thank you. 00:-28

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  One more 00:-28

follow up -- 00:-28

MR. GRANT:  Yes.  00:-28

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  -- from Cyril.00:-28

MR. GRANT:  Mr. Centineo, as a 00:-28

construction manager I am sure you consulted with the 00:-28

Hospital on this sequencing of the various buildings 00:-27

on the campus and how it would be more efficient to 00:-27

build one and then transition to another.00:-27

And I notice that the -- you're putting 00:-27

in the West building basement early in Phase I, what 00:-27

stops you from actually going straight into finishing 00:-27

that up in Phase I.00:-27
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And, secondly, does the developer's 00:-27

agreement -- can the developer's agreement stipulate 00:-27

that a portion of a building not being built at a 00:-27

certain time? 00:-27

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, all I can tell you 00:-27

is that there -- I have been given zero indication 00:-27

from the Hospital that there is any plan to build the 00:-27

West building on top of the basement we build with 00:-27

Phase I.  And I think testimony from the architect 00:-27

gave the reasoning behind the need for the 00:-27

development of the West building basement and being 00:-26

part of Phase I.00:-26

MR. GRANT:  So for three years -- so, 00:-26

basically, when you put the basement in, it has a 00:-26

slab and you put soil back on top of that so for the 00:-26

next three years it will stay until a decision is 00:-26

made to build above it then. 00:-26

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, yeah, and as we 00:-26

said earlier Phase II could be many, many years away 00:-26

so that -- that basement could be just that for a 00:-26

very, very long time.00:-26

MR. GRANT:  But it could also be right 00:-26

away. 00:-26

MR. CENTINEO:  Excuse me? 00:-26

MR. GRANT:  But it -- Phase II could be 00:-26
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many, many years away but it could also be right 00:-26

away.  There's nothing -- there's nothing stopping -- 00:-26

MR. CENTINEO:  I have -- well --  00:-26

MR. GRANT:  Okay. 00:-26

MR. CENTINEO:  -- my understanding in 00:-26

talking to everybody that I -- all my people that I 00:-26

talk with the Hospital there is no intent to build 00:-26

right away, Phase II.00:-26

MR. GRANT:  I don't think there's 00:-26

anything wrong with building the West building 00:-26

tomorrow or building it in ten years.  I was just 00:-26

curious why it was -- it was put in Phase II because 00:-25

based on your schedule you could actually go ahead 00:-25

and build it.  00:-25

Is there some kind of logistical 00:-25

problem that prevents you from completing the West 00:-25

building or is it a financial -- 00:-25

MR. CENTINEO:  No, no, it's just -- 00:-25

again I think Mr. Steve Evers from -- who represents 00:-25

the architect was clear in the sense that there is a 00:-25

need to construct the West building basement for 00:-25

distribution of program space.00:-25

MR. GRANT:  Right.00:-25

MR. CENTINEO:  And that's what's 00:-25

driving the construction of that West building in 00:-25
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Phase I.00:-25

MR. GRANT:  Okay.00:-25

I won't question you I mean because I 00:-25

think wouldn't you think it's inefficient to build a 00:-25

basement and then wait, then build on top of that 00:-25

later on?  I mean...  00:-25

MR. COLLINS:  I think financing has 00:-25

something to do with it.00:-25

MR. GRANT:  Okay.  That's it.00:-25

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Cyril.00:-25

Okay.  That wraps up the board's 00:-25

questions.  I'd like to now move on to some of our 00:-24

experts.00:-24

Dr. Kabir, do you have questions for 00:-24

tonight's testimony?  00:-24

MS. PRICE:  Let him state his name.00:-24

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Doctor, would you 00:-24

state and spell your name? 00:-24

DR. KABIR:  Last name is Kabir, 00:-24

K-a-b-i-r.  First name is Golam, G-o-l-a-m.  I'm with 00:-24

Converse Consultants.  00:-24

I have basically a couple of questions.00:-24

Number one is preconstruction survey of 00:-24

adjacent properties, to determine or establish the 00:-24

existing conditions prior to doing the construction, 00:-24
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that will be done, right?  I mean you didn't mention 00:-24

anything about it, but I'm assuming that that will be 00:-24

done. 00:-24

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes, it will.00:-24

DR. KABIR:  Okay.  And the second one 00:-24

is the monitoring, building construction, vibration, 00:-24

noise, settlement, those will be performed as well?  00:-24

MR. COLLINS:  Yes. 00:-23

MR. CENTINEO:  That's correct.00:-23

DR. KABIR:  Okay.  These are the two 00:-23

questions I have.  Thank you. 00:-23

MR. CENTINEO:  Thank you.  00:-23

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, dr. 00:-23

Kabir.00:-23

Mr. Meth, do you have questions with 00:-23

regard to traffic?  Please state and spell your name. 00:-23

MR. METH:  Gordan Meth, that's 00:-23

G-o-r-d-a-n M-e-t-h from the RBA Group.00:-23

Two quick questions, in terms of the 00:-23

primary and secondary truck routes, would there be 00:-23

any -- the Chairman asked you, but would -- you know, 00:-23

whether each one was -- whether it could be reversed, 00:-23

but is -- is there any negative consequences to 00:-23

construction if you changed the other -- the 00:-23

alternate route to primary? 00:-23
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MR. CENTINEO:  Well, there is an 00:-23

advantage to going on North Van Dien, and I think 00:-23

really the -- again the developer's agreement 00:-23

previously stated that that was the -- that was the 00:-23

travel route.  And we believe that's the most 00:-23

effective route for our construction.  00:-23

MR. METH:  Okay. 00:-22

MR. COLLINS:  Mr. Meth, I'm not the 00:-22

level of an expert but because I've been involved 00:-22

with the hospital's programs since 1993, I do have 00:-22

some information that might help in the answer to 00:-22

that and one of the reasons that Linwood Avenue is 00:-22

called the secondary route is because there are more 00:-22

residents along that route.  00:-22

And the idea was to use a pathway to 00:-22

the construction that was less congested and might 00:-22

end up offending fewer people and particularly 00:-22

because the north side of Glen Avenue is largely 00:-22

Valleau Cemetery.  It was thought that that was the 00:-22

preferable route.  And that's the reason it's called 00:-22

primary as against Linwood Avenue.  00:-22

MR. METH:  Okay.00:-22

Second question, I think somebody might 00:-22

have already asked this, but when closing off the 00:-22

sidewalk on the -- on the hospital side, I guess your 00:-21
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intention would be to close it at the signal at Van 00:-21

Dien and Linwood to divert people onto the east -- 00:-21

the western side of the road?  00:-21

MR. CENTINEO:  That's correct.00:-21

MR. METH:  Okay.  Thank you. 00:-21

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Mr. 00:-21

Meth.00:-21

Mr. May, do you have some questions?00:-21

MR. MAY:  Actually all of my questions 00:-21

were asked by the Board already. 00:-21

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  Thank you 00:-21

very much. 00:-21

It's 10:15, Blais, and, Chris, do you 00:-21

have a good number of questions or just -- 00:-21

MR. BRANCHEAU:  I have none.00:-21

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  None?  Okay.  00:-21

That make's that easy. 00:-21

Chris?00:-21

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  I just have a few 00:-21

pretty short questions.  00:-21

First off, would you agree to a 00:-21

prohibition on Jake Brakes for all your trucks?  00:-21

MR. CENTINEO:  Can you repeat that 00:-21

please? 00:-21

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Would you agree to a 00:-21
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prohibition on Jake Brakes for all of the trucks?  00:-21

It's a compression release in the diesel?  Do you 00:-20

have a CDL?  00:-20

MR. CENTINEO:  I can't -- I can't 00:-20

really answer that right now.  But we'll definitely 00:-20

consider it. 00:-20

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Okay because those 00:-20

are the -- 00:-20

MR. CENTINEO:  If it makes sense.00:-20

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  -- a Jake Brake is 00:-20

something that can emit a tremendous amount of noise.  00:-20

It's a compression release for the engine.  It's 00:-20

oftentimes used in lieu of brakes, but it makes a lot 00:-20

of noise.  I would really recommend that none of the 00:-20

trucks in the Village be permitted to use that 00:-20

because of the noise factor.  00:-20

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, if that's a 00:-20

criteria for a noise mitigation plan then we'll 00:-20

comply. 00:-20

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Okay.  Next question, 00:-20

given the schedule that you presented, do you 00:-20

anticipate any of the activities -- the construction 00:-20

activities requiring exceedances of the Village's 00:-20

hours of permitted work?  Do you anticipate any 00:-20

weekend work? 00:-20
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MR. CENTINEO:  Well, we would like to 00:-20

have Saturdays available, beyond that the -- the 00:-19

normal workday is suitable for us and our 00:-19

construction schedule is based on a normal workday 00:-19

for a construction worker. 00:-19

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Okay, because the 00:-19

Village does have a noise code regarding construction 00:-19

work and so forth after certain hours. 00:-19

MR. CENTINEO:  And I'm aware of that 00:-19

and I will by respectful of that.  00:-19

But, again, there might be 00:-19

circumstances or situations where we might want some 00:-19

relief and maybe that can be worked it later at a 00:-19

developer's agreement.  But as it stands right now 00:-19

we're prepared and our schedule is based upon the 00:-19

hours dictated in your ordinance.00:-19

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Okay.  Again touching 00:-19

on what Mr. Meth said regarding moving pedestrians to 00:-19

the west side of Van Dien, will the hospital be 00:-18

providing any additional crossing guards at 00:-18

Meadowbrook and, again, on the west side to cross to 00:-18

the east side by BF? 00:-18

MR. CENTINEO:  There will be additional 00:-18

crossing guards at each of those locations.  00:-18

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  And the crossing up 00:-18
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by BF, is that to use the existing mid-block cross 00:-18

walk?  I wasn't quite clear on the plan or do you 00:-18

propose a new one?  00:-18

MR. CENTINEO:  You know, Chris, I know 00:-18

there's an existing crosswalk there.  00:-18

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Yes, there's an 00:-18

existing mid-block -- 00:-18

MR. CENTINEO:  But I'm not sure of the 00:-18

proximity.  I think it's something we could look at 00:-18

and see if we want to use that or we want to go 00:-18

further north to make it safer or whatever the case 00:-18

may be.00:-18

Whatever the -- our intent is to cross 00:-18

them on the opposite side of the -- of the -- 00:-18

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Entrance drive.00:-18

MR. CENTINEO:  -- school entrance 00:-18

drive.00:-18

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Yes.00:-18

MR. CENTINEO:  So the exact location we 00:-18

can work out later.  00:-18

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  So somewhere between 00:-18

the entrance driveway and the existing mid-block, if 00:-18

not the mid-block crosswalk itself, would be the 00:-18

proposed crossing? 00:-17

MR. CENTINEO:  Yes. 00:-17
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MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Okay.  Thank you.00:-17

For site access for Village inspectors 00:-17

or observers are there going to be any particular 00:-17

criteria that our staff would need to comply with to 00:-17

stay compliant with Torcon's safety protocols.00:-17

Is there any kind of training that 00:-17

Torcon would require of our staff?  00:-17

MR. CENTINEO:  We'll have -- again, 00:-17

we'll have a site specific training program.  It'll 00:-17

include the logistics for the site and some of the 00:-17

criteria that are required for any personnel coming 00:-17

on-site.  00:-17

You'll be issued a badge so that you 00:-17

can be identified at the gate, just like anybody 00:-17

coming on to our side would need to have 00:-17

identification at the entry and egress points.00:-17

But once you've gone through our 00:-17

program and are familiar with the site and you have 00:-17

your badge then you can come and go as -- once you 00:-17

cross the path and you're identified.00:-16

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Okay.  So we could 00:-16

then -- the Village staff, should this project go 00:-16

forward, can anticipate having to attend a training 00:-16

session of some hours with Torcon for the site? 00:-16

MR. CENTINEO:  I'll be --  I'll be 00:-16
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rather brief, Chris. 00:-16

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Okay.00:-16

MR. CENTINEO:  It won't be a lengthy 00:-16

process for your people.00:-16

MR. RUTISHAUSER:  Okay.  No, we've had 00:-16

this with working the New Jersey Transit.  We've had 00:-16

to take their special training protocols because of 00:-16

the work in proximity to rail lines.  00:-16

That's about it.  Thank you very much. 00:-16

MR. CENTINEO:  Thank you.  00:-16

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Chris.00:-16

I had one follow up question, I just 00:-16

thought of.  00:-16

You mentioned a few times that you work 00:-16

under -- you work closely with OSHA relative to 00:-16

occupational safety for the workers and everything.00:-16

What other regulatory groups are 00:-16

involved in this process that tie into public safety, 00:-16

for example, environmental issues? 00:-15

MR. CENTINEO:  Well, the EPA for one.00:-15

But, again, as far as environmental 00:-15

issues go I would have to defer to the environmental 00:-15

expert. 00:-15

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  For demolition, 00:-15

is there anything specific?  Would that be EPA?  00:-15
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MR. CENTINEO:  Not that I can think of 00:-15

off hand.  I mean OSHA pretty much covers the gamut 00:-15

of all the kinds of things that are required of us. 00:-15

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  Thank you. 00:-15

MR. CENTINEO:  You're welcome.00:-15

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay it's 10:20.00:-15

Chuck, is Mr. Olivo -- I'm sorry -- Mr. 00:-15

Centineo. 00:-15

MR. CENTINEO:  Mr. Centineo. 00:-15

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Is Mr. Centineo 00:-15

available tomorrow to continue?  00:-15

I would assume that the public have a 00:-15

good number of questions and I don't think it's a 00:-15

good idea to begin at this hour since we're working 00:-15

two nights in a row.00:-15

MR. COLLINS:  He will be available.  00:-15

And I think we're here again tomorrow night, are we?  00:-15

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Correct, same 00:-14

place. 00:-14

MR. COLLINS:  So, yes -- 00:-14

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Same time.00:-14

MR. COLLINS:  -- we can bring him back 00:-14

for the public. 00:-14

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  How many 00:-14

members of the public have questions for tonight's 00:-14
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testimony?  00:-14

(Audience indicates.  ) 00:-14

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  Great.00:-14

Yes, why don't we plan then to begin 00:-14

first tomorrow with public questions before we move 00:-14

on and end tonight's testimony at this time.00:-14

Okay?  00:-14

MR. COLLINS:  Yes, sir.  Thank you. 00:-14

MR. CENTINEO:  Thank you. 00:-14

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, again, 00:-14

for your testimony.00:-14

My apologies for mispronouncing your 00:-14

name. 00:-14

MR. CENTINEO:  No problem. 00:-14

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  We have 00:-14

one more item on the agenda that's approval of 00:-14

minutes.  00:-14

MS. PETERS:  I do have a question about 00:-14

one item that was in the April 2nd minutes that has 

not been provided for us.  And the other request that 

Dr. Drill said would be provided the flag, the 

banner.  

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Yes, there's -- 

MS. PETERS:  These two items I wanted 

to follow on, the first item is on page 3 of April 2 
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Mr. Evers said he can provide a computerized 3D model 

which will illustrate the shadows, a shadow study, 

this is -- 

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  When was that?  

MS. PETERS:  In our April 2nd.

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  There was -- that 

was provided.  

MS. PRICE:  Yes.

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  The shadow 

studies were provided the last time.

MS. PETERS:  Those slides, those were 

the 3D shadow studies?  

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Yes.  

MS. PETERS:  Oh.

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  And he actually 

testified to those.  They were at different times of 

the year and at certain times of the day.

MS. PETERS:  Okay.

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  And then -- 

MS. PETERS:  Okay.  All right.  That's 

what it was.

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  And there are 

other open issues that -- 

MS. PETERS:  I was there for all of 

that.  Yes, that wasn't what I was picturing the 3D. 
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I was picturing more like a hologram.

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  No, no, not 

quite.

And then there were some other 

housekeeping issues which are being -- have been 

conveyed and should be address tomorrow. 

MS. PETERS:  All right.

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  The flagpole 

being one of them.

MS. PETERS:  Thank you so much.  Thank 

you.  

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  Everyone 

looked at the minutes of April the 2nd.

Are there any comments or corrections 

for April 2nd minutes?  

If there are none is there a motion to 

approve the minutes as written?  

MS. DOCKRAY:  I make a motion to 

approve them as written.

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Is there a 

second.  

MR. REILLY:  I second.  

MS. BIGOS:  I'll second.  

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Okay.  Thank you.

Jane, can you identify those who are -- 
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MS. WONDERGEM:  Everyone.

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  It's everybody?  

Okay.  If you do roll call please.

MS. WONDERGEM:  Mayor Aronsohn? 

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Can't hear you.

MS. WONDERGEM:  Mayor Aronsohn? 00:-12

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  Yes.00:-12

MS. WONDERGEM:  Ms. Bigos? 00:-12

MS. BIGOS:  Yes. 00:-12

MS. WONDERGEM:  Mr. Nalbantian? 00:-12

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Yes. 00:-12

MS. WONDERGEM:  Mr. Reilly?  00:-12

MR. REILLY:  Yes.00:-12

MS. WONDERGEM:  Mr. Joel?  00:-12

VICE CHAIRMAN JOEL:  Yes.  00:-12

MS. WONDERGEM:  Mr. Grant?  00:-12

MR. GRANT:  Yes.00:-12

MS. WONDERGEM:  Ms. Dockray? 00:-12

MS. DOCKRAY:  Yes.  00:-12

MS. WONDERGEM:  Ms. Peters?  00:-12

MS. PETERS:  Yes. 00:-12

MS. WONDERGEM:  Ms. Connors?  00:-12

MS. CONNORS:  Yes. 00:-12

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you, Jane.  00:-12

It is 10:25.00:-12
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Is there a m otion to adjourn tonight's 00:-12

meeting?  00:-12

MS. PRICE:  We need to announce that 00:-12

we're carrying th is to tom orrow  night. 00:-11

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Oh, yes, that's 00:-11

right.  I thought I d id that, I d idn't do that.00:-11

Tonight's m eeting is carried till 00:-11

tom orrow  which is the 19th of June w ithout further 00:-11

notice.  It w ill be here at Benjam in Franklin m iddle 00:-11

school at 7:30 p.m . 00:-11

Thank you.  00:-11

Is there a m otion to adjourn?  00:-11

MAYOR ARONSOHN:  So m oved.00:-11

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  A ll in favor?00:-11

(W hereupon, m otion is passed by a  00:-11

       unanimous vote in favor.) 00:-11

CHAIRMAN NALBANTIAN:  Thank you.  00:-11

(W hereupon, this matter w ill be    00:-11

       continuing at a future date.  Tim e noted 10:26 00:-11

    p.m .) 00:-11

00:-11
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